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ABSTRACT 

VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE OF ADSORBATES TO FEMTOSECOND METAL 

SUBSTRATE HEATING 

Joseph P. Culver 

Arjun G. Yodh 

This thesis discusses the use of IR spectroscopy to probe the vibrations of adsor

bate molecules following impulsive excitation of electrons in underlying metal sub

strates by femtosecond visible light pulses. In these experiments the dominant spectral 

changes observed result from temperature dependent shifts of the oscillator complex 

frequency. Using the Liouville equation, a general description of the optical response 

is developed and discussed in the context of an impulsive change in frequency. As low 

frequency adsorbate-like modes become excited via coupling to substrate electrons 

and phonons, the high frequency modes are observed to experience frequency shifts. 

These couplings are described in terms of a Brownian oscillator model. Time-resolved 

measurements of the stretch mode absorption for CO on copper indicate that cou

plings of a low frequency vibration to both substrate reservoirs are significant. The 

coupling rates were determined separately as a result of the dramatic differences in 

the electronic and phonon temperature profiles. 

The effects of excitation pulse fluence on vibrational energy transfer between the 

CO low frequency frustrated translation and metal substrate electrons are examined. 

VI 
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A temperature dependent coupling rate is extracted from our data using a dynamical 

charge transfer model. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

With the complexity of the bonds and geometry that occur at the adsorbate-substrate 

interface there is great interest in the bond specificity inherent in infrared vibrational 

studies [1, 2]. Frequency domain measurements of resonance shifts, linewidth changes, 

and absorption strengths provide information about the nature of adsorbate vibra

tional modes including; local electronic structure (binding sites, surface contamina

tion, coadsorption), reactions (diffusion, desorption), intermode coupling and energy 

exchange. However the dephasing and energy rela..xation rates, which are central to 

vibrational dynamics must be inferred and can be model dependent. 

Recent developments in the generation of femtosecond visible and IR pulses are 

now facilitating the application of transient spectroscopy techniques to adsorbate 

studies[2, 3, 4]. Transient spectroscopy enables more direct insight into these pro

cesses, and provides a variety of possible measurement schemes of ground and excited 

state dynamics. The goal of the experiments that constitute this thesis, is to eluci-
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date metal adsorbate vibrational dynamics and explore energy transfer processes of 

the adsorbate-substrate system, providing a basis upon which more complex surface 

chemistry processes can be understood. 

In this thesis I discuss IR pulsed surface probes and excitation of metal adsor

bate complex with ultrafast visible pulses. Femtosecond optical excitation of sur

faces creates a unique environment for molecular adsorbates that can initiate surface 

chemistry[5]. Recent experiments along these lines have shown, for example, that 

nonequilibrium substrate conditions can playa central role in laser induced desorp

tion [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The use of ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy to resolve 

the specific states of molecules is particularly attractive for detailed descriptions of 

molecular environments before and after a femtosecond photo-induced reaction. 

State-resolved measurements of adsorbate vibrational energy relaxation [13, 14, 

15, 16, 17] and final state analysis of femtosecond desorption products [7, 8, 10. 

11] are two classes of experiments that are used to elucidate the nature of energy 

transfer in adsorbate systems. Most measurements that have focused on vibrational 

energy relaxation of molecules on surfaces have relied on the use of resonant IR 

pump pulses to create nonequilibrium populations in specific adsorbate bonds [16, 

17, 18, 19,20]. In these experiments energy flows from the excited adsorbate to the 

unperturbed substrate reservoirs. An alternate approach to measuring adsorbate

substrate couplings, is to deposit energy into the substrate and monitor energy flow 
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into and out of the adsorbate [8, 21, 14, 22]. Our measurements employ the latter 

method to study adsorbate vibrational dynamics. In particular we have studied the 

vibrational response of CO on Cu(l11) following a femtosecond visible excitation 

pulse. 

Adsorbate Substrate Energy Transfer 

Generally adsorbate vibrations couple to both the electronic and phonon degrees of 

freedom of a metal substrate. Theoretical and experimental studies have provided 

convincing evidence that a dynamical charge transfer mechanism is responsible for 

the coupling of adsorbate vibrations to substrate electron-hole pairs, [17, 23, 24]. On 

the other hand anharmonic couplings to phonons account for energy transfer between 

adsorbate and substrate vibrations[25, 26, 27]. Chapters 2-4 will discuss theory and 

measurement methodologies relevant to studies of energy transfer within the metal 

substrate/ adsorbate complex. 

Direct measurements of low frequency (10-500 cm -1) adsorbate vibrational dy

namics are difficult primarily because there exist few ultrafast laser probes in the 

relevant spectral region. The couplings and dynamics of these adsorbate modes are 

however of great interest, particularly because these modes are highly excited prior 

to desorption, diffusion and other surface reactions. Current femtosecond infrared 

probes using nonlinear crystals for infrared generation are capable of frequencies as 
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low as 1000 cm-1[28]. However in the field of surface vibrational dynamics only the 

modes with v > 1800cm-1 have been measured. However the populations of low fre

quency modes can be monitored indirectly via the effects they induce on the higher 

frequency modes. In the cases presented in this thesis, the excitation of a low fre

quency modes modifies the vibrational dynamics of a higher frequency mode which in 

turn is accessible to current ultrafast IR probes. Section 2.3 discusses time-dependent 

dephasing of high frequency modes due to anharmonic coupling to lower frequency 

modes. Our goal is to measure the coupling rates between low frequency adsorbate 

vibrations and the substrate electron and phonon reservoirs. 

Chapter 3 describes the metal substrate response to the ultrafast visible heating 

pulse. A two-temperature model [29] will be reviewed and discussed in context of 

measurements of adsorbate/substrate energy transfer. The model enables us to com

pute the bulk electron temperature and the bulk phonon temperature following the 

absorption of energy from the visible pulse. The resulting temperature reservoirs will 

subsequently be coupled to the adsorbate, using the theory developed in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 4 reviews the basics of IR spectroscopy on metal surfaces, and then 

develops a description for the frequency-dependent temporal response of an adsorbate, 

that accounts for variations in adsorbate complex frequency and population. The 

formalism enables us to predict the response of the adsorbate to various excitations 

and to compare experimental methods. 
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Measurements of Adsorbate Vibrational Dynamics 

In order to link the coupling rates obtained from low temperature measurements to 

highly excited non-equilibrium processes such as desorption, the basic temperature 

dependencies of the energy transfer process must be understood. To this end we 

conducted time resolved infrared (IR) spectroscopic studies of (V3 x V3)R30° CO 

molecularly adsorbed on Cu( 111) just following visible excitation pulses of differing 

fluences. Observations of the CO vibrational response were obtained in situ on a 

state specific basis, employing laser pulse excitations near the femtosecond desorption 

threshold. The transient vibrational dynamics of the low frequency frustrated lateral 

translation modes were measured. 

Experimental details are described in Chapter 5 and the results and implications 

of our measurements are discussed in Chapter 6. In particular we find that at low 

levels of visible-pulse excitation the spectral variation of the CO stretch vibration is 

produced via the heating of the frustrated translational mode of the adsorbate. The 

molecular temperature is determined and, interestingly, is found to be greater than the 

bulk electron and phonon temperatures over certain timescales. The theory developed 

in Chapters 2-4 are used interpret these observations. The model explicitly introduces 

the temperature-dependent coupling rate derived from the dynamical charge transfer 

model for electron-hole pair coupling to adsorbate vibrations and is then used to 

measure these rates for the first time. 
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Measurements of vibrational energy and coherence relaxation are essential for a 

comprehensive description of surface adsorbate systems. A thorough characterization 

of the vibrational dynamics requires measurement of both population and coherence 

relaxation rates. In Chapter 7 I present the first measurement of a vibrational co

herent transient for an adsorbate on a metal surface. We determined the vibrational 

dephasing rate (T2) for CO on Cu( Ill) by obtaining the free induction decay signal. 

A short IR pulse (380 fs) was used to generate a vibrational coherence and its tem

poral evolution is measured by up converting the decaying surface polarization with 

a delayed pulse. 

In addition to the FID measurement, we measured the frequency domain surface 

sum frequency generation (SFG) spectrum for CO on Cu(lll}. The spectra, espe

cially at low coverage, display an interference which was analyzed to determine the 

relative amplitude and phase of the resonant and nonresonant parts of the second

order susceptibility. The total dephasing time and linewidth obtained in the time and 

frequency domains, respectively, are self-consistent. The values also agree with the 

surface Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) studies discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Dynamics of the Metal Adsorbate Chemisorbtive Bond 

Adsorbate vibrations couple to both the electronic and phonon degrees of freedom of 

a metal substrate. Theoretical and experimental studies provide convincing evidence 

that a dynamical charge transfer mechanism is responsible for the coupling of adsor

bate vibrations with substrate electron-hole pairs, [17, 23, 24]. On the other hand 

anharmonic couplings to phonons also account for energy transfer between adsorbate 

and substrate vibrations[25, 26, 27]. In this Chapter we will discuss the theory and 

measurement methodologies relevant to studies of energy transfer within the metal 

substrate/adsorbate complex. In particular, intermode anharmonic couplings will be 

considered as a means of assessing the dynamics of low frequency adsorbate modes. 

vVhen an adsorbate is brought in contact with a metal surface, a bond develops 

through a combination of electron-electron repulsion, polarization of the substrate 

and partial charge transfer between the substrate and adsorbate[30]. As the adsorbate 

vibrates these interactions are modulated and the substrate electrons involved in the 

i 
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bond relax to minimize the system energy. Specifically for CO on metals the partial 

charges in the 517 and 21r* orbitals are affected by vibrationally induced electronic 

transitions. The partial charges in the adsorbate orbitals are not constant but are 

instead modulated by the CO vibrational dynamics; this basic phenomena is called 

dynamical charge transfer. The dynamical charge transfer process is the main source 

of energy transfer between adsorbate vibrations and substrate electron-hole pairs. To 

make the discussion of the energy transfer theory more transparent I will first review 

the pertinent details of the electronic and vibrational structure of CO chemisorbed 

on CU(1l1). 

2.1 Models of metal surface chemisorption. 

The main challenge of chemisorption theory is to combine solid state theories, in a 

suitable way to include the substrate band structure, and molecular orbital theories 

appropriate to adsorbate electrons. The most developed theories of CO chemisorption 

on metals are cluster models based on the Blyholder model. The Blyholder model 

obtains the electronic structure of the adsorbate/substrate complex from a linear 

combination of the CO molecular orbitals and the Cu d and sp electrons[30, 31]. Al

ternately the system can be approached from a solid state physics view point by using 

delocalized extended wave functions for the substrate and treating the adsorbate as a 

defect[32]. A comparison of these two approaches can be found in several reviews [32]. 
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Gas phase CO Adsorbed CO Cu 

Density of States 

Figure 2.1: The chemisorption of CO on Cu(lll). The 50" and 21r" CO orbitals mix 
with the Cu valence band electrons as described in the text. 

Recently density functional calculations have been used to treat both the substrate 

and adsorbate with extended wave functions and with promising initial results [27]. 

The CO orbitals involved with the bond are the lowest unoccupied molecular or-

bital(LUMO), 21r", and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HUMO), 5a. Gas 

phase CO has orbital energies of 3 eV for 21r" and -l4eV for 50". Theory and exper-

iments show that when CO is brought in contact with a metal surface the substrate 

electrons mix with the 21r" and 5a orbitals shifting them towards the Fermi level (see 

Fig. 2.1). The 50" orbital donates a fraction of charge to the substrate. The 21r" state 

becomes partially filled and broadens through back donation from the substrate. The 
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shifted positions of these orbitals have been measured using inverse photoemission 

and recently two photon photoemission (TPPE). For CO on Cu(ll1) the 2rr* orbital 

has been measured using TPPE to lie 1 eV below the vacuum with a width of 10-600 

meV[33]. The 50" has been measured using inverse photoemission to be at -10 eV [34]. 

Terminally bound CO has 4 vibrational modes, as depicted in Table (2.1). Both 

the frustrated rotation and the frustrated translation are two fold degenerate. The 

frequencies are listed for experimental values and two representative theories. IRAS 

and EELS studies yield the frequencies of the C-O stretch [35, 36J, the Cu-CO stretch 

[36, 37J, and the frustrated rotation (FR) [36, 37J. Inelastic helium scattering stud

ies determined the frustrated translation (FT) frequency for CO on Cu(100)(wft = 

34cm-1 )[38J. 

Direct measurements of W ft for CO on the (111) face of Cu have not been made. 

Generally v...'ft can be inferred from the temperature dependence of the CO stretch 

mode IR absorption. However as discussed in Chapter (6), the temperature range 

of the current measurements can only place an upper limit of 110 em-Ion Wft. LR 

studies of CO on several other metal surfaces give the following frequencies Ni( 111) 

Wft=60 em-I, Pt(111) Wit =60 em-IRu(100) WJt= 105 em-I. For an estimate of the 

lower limit of Wft for CO on Cu(111) we use the Cu(100) result whieh is the lowest 

measured frequency of Wft on a metal surface. For an upper limit we use the Ni(ll1) 

and Pt(l11) values of 60 em-I. 
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0 0 

! C 0-+ 0-+ 
C ! C-+ C~ 

0 0 0 0 

face Temp Method C-O M-CO FT FR 
exp 111 95K IRAS[36) 2074 - - -

IRAS[37) - 330 - 281 
see text - - 30-60 -

w crn- l 100 95K IRAS[37) 2084.6 345 - 285 
HAS [38) - - 34 -

theory 100 OK M.0.[24) 2140 398 45 3.53 
100 OK D.F.[27) 2179 372 15 357 

Table 2.1: Vibrational Modes of CO on the 100 and 111 faces of Cu. 

The 27r- orbital is an anti bonding orbital, whereas the Sa bond is neutral to 

bonding in character. As the 27r- becomes partially filled the CO bond is weakened 

and hence the decrease in the stretch mode frequency upon absorption. In addition to 

the chemical shift there is a frequency shift due to dipole-dipole coupling of the CO 

oscillators. When two coadsorbed CO molecules separated by distance r oscillate. 

their transition dipoles (fiod interact with energy '" fiOI • fior/r3. On a partially 

covered surface with many CO molecules a band of frequencies is generated as a 

result of this interaction. We are interested primarily in IR probes which sample only 

the q=O section of a vibrational band. For oscillators perpendicular to the surface the 

central absorption frequency shifts towards higher energy. Isotope mixtures can be 

used to vary nearest neighbor distances (and hence dipole-dipole interaction) while 

maintaining a constant coverage and chemical shift. From such isotope studies a 
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bandwidth of35 em-lis measured for (J3 x J3)R30° CO on CU(1l1)[39]. Subtracting 

this contribution from the observed absorption, the net chemical shift is '" 100 em-I, 

or '" 5 % of the vibrational energy. 

The molecular-orbital models use clusters, CunCO, ranging in size from n=l to 

n=34 [30]. The electrons are treated self-consistently within the Hartree Fock ap

proximation. Three contributions to the chemisorbed bond are found. A repulsive 

component arises from the overlap of the substrate and adsorbate orbitals, and at

tractive components come from polarization of the substrate and charge exchange 

with the 50" and 27r* orbitals as mentioned. As can be seen from Table (2.1) the 

molecular orbital calculations give reasonable agreement with the experimental fre

quencies. They also can explain a variety of other chemisorption properties including, 

the magnitude of 2p and .50" shifts, the enhanced CO dipole moment (resulting from 

the 27r* partial occupation), and adsorbate-substrate bond lengths[30]. The limita

tions of these models are the self-consistent field (SCF) Hartree Fock treatment of 

the electrons which neglects correlation effects accounted for by other electron treat

ments, and the finite size of the clusters. Also the molecular orbital basis set lacks 

completeness making the convergence of results with cluster size difficult to establish. 

Recently Rappe et al have studied the CO Cu(100) system using a density func

tional theory with slabs[27]. The main advantages of this approach are the more 

accurate treatment of the electrons and the modeling of the system as a semi-infinite 
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solid. By using a unit cell which repeats in two dimensions parallel to the surface the 

continuum nature of the substrate phonons and electron bands are intrinsic to the 

model. A local density approximation for the electrons is used which is superior to 

the Hartree Fock approximation. 

The density functional predictions for the mode frequencies are similar to the MO 

values. However, the density functional theory brings out a very important issue 

concerning the frustrated translation. In the density functional theory the normal 

modes are computed using a constant force model. The calculations indicate that 

while the C-O stretch, M-CO stretch and the frustrated rotation are all well defined 

modes, the frustrated translation is not a normal mode of the system. Instead, since 

the frustrated translation frequency is in the middle of the substrate phonon spectrum, 

a frustrated translation resonance arises from a collection of substrate phonon modes 

which involve translations of the CO unit lateral to the Cu surface. The other modes 

above the phonon spectrum and remain discrete modes. 

2.2 Adsorbate Vibrations Coupling to Metal Substrate Electron-Hole 

Pairs 

It would be natural to guess that adsorbate vibrations couple more strongly to sub

strate phonons than to substrate electrons. The energy separations between electronic 

states for an isolated molecule, or even a large cluster are usually much larger than 
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any vibrational quanta in the system. This transition energy mismatch suppresses 

vibrational electronic energy exchange. However in semi-infinite solids the continuous 

density of electronic states facilitates transitions between electronic states separated 

by energies comparable to vibrational quanta. 

Early IR measurements of the CO stretch mode indicated an energy relaxation 

time of 1-2 ps [23]. This value is several orders of magnitude faster than theories 

predicted for coupling to phonons. Since the Cu phonon spectrum cuts off at 'V 

250 cm-1, and the stretch frequency is '" 2000 cm-1the coupling would involve an 8 

phonon process. 

In 1980 Persson and Persson developed a description of electron-hole pair inter

actions with adsorbate vibrations that utilized e-h pairs separated by one adsorbate 

vibrational quanta [23]. The theory involves the flow of charge between the substrate 

and a partially filled adsorbate electronic state (Fig. 2.2). As discussed earlier, when 

the adsorbate is brought in contact with the metal, the normally unoccupied CO 27r* 

electronic state mixes with the substrate electrons to form hybrid states. 

Motion along each vibrational coordinate of the CO alters the occupancy of the 

27r* state since the mixing depends upon the particular positions of the adsorbate 

nuclei. Since the electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom are not completely 

separable the dynamical charge transfer causes an exchange of energy between the 

adsorbate vibrations and the substrate electrons. An expression for the coupling rate 
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(1- n( £) ) 

\~ 

neE) 

1.5 

E 
-----------------------~---------

------\. shifted by 
Q displacement 

LDOS of the CO adsorbate 

Figure 2.2: The dynamical charge transfer process is illustrated by the electronic 
density of states for the CO / Cu( 111) system. Mixing with the substrate electrons 
causes the 27l"* level to lower and broaden in energy from the gas phase value. Since the 
amount of mixing depends on the positions of the adsorbate nuclei, movement along 
a vibrational coordinate Q, will change the 27l"* local density of states (LDOS) and 
cause charge to flow between the CO and Cu(111) substrate. The relevant energies 
for this process are the energy of the vibration liO , the thermal spread of the Fermi 
function (kTe ), and the energy Ca of the 27r" LDOS. 
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between an adsorbate vibration and the substrate electrons he ) can be derived using 

the Andersson-Newns Hamiltonian description for the adsorbate hybridization and 

Fermi's golden rule. We will derive the results herein focusing on the coupling of the 

substrate electron hole pairs to a low frequency adsorbate vibration with coordinate 

Q. 

We use the following Hamiltonian which employs a limited electronic basis set, 

H = c~(Q)ata + LCkakak + L(Vak(Q)atak + h.c.) + liD.btb. (2.1) 
k k 

where linbtb is the energy of mode Q. All of the electron states are defined in terms of a 

ground state 10 >. The substrate electrons are described by extended wave functions 

(Ik >= aklO » with energies Ck and the adsorbate electronic state is described 

by an unoccupied molecular orbital (Ia >= atlO » with energy c~(Q) for a fixed 

displacement Q. The substrate Ik > states mix with the adsorbate state la > through 

the exchange terms Vak(Q). Here, c~(Q) is shifted from its gas phase value (Cgas) as 

a result of all adsorbate/substrate interactions except the Vak exchange terms. 

We now expand the energies c~(Q) and Vak(Q) to first order in Q; 

c~(Q) - '(0) Q8c~ 
ca + 8Q' (2.2) 

Vak(Q) 
8Vak 

(2.3) - Vak(O) + Q 8Q . 

A perturbation term H' that couples the electronic (Ia », and vibrational (In » 
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states is defined using the first order terms of the C~(Q), and Vak(Q) expansions; 

H' - Q (8€~ t ",,[8Vak t h 1) - 8Q a a + 7 8Q a ak + .c. . (2.4) 

Zeroth order hybrid electronic states 10' >= d~la > + Lk dk'ik >= coriO > with 

energies Cor are defined by the following zeroth order electronic Hamilitonian; 

LCorC~Cor = e~(O)ata + LCkakak + ~)Vak(O)atak + h.c.). (2.5) 
or k k 

Using these new definitions the total Hamilitonian is expressed; 

H = L corC~Cor + linbtb + H'. (2.6) 
or 

In general both ~ and 8JQs will contribute to the coupling. A complete treatment 

which includes both terms has been carried out by Head-Gordon and Tully [24]. The 

analysis can be simplified by neglecting the 8JQs term and writing H'; 

(2.7) 

where ~aa = ~~ = %QOl with Qo being the average zero temperature mass 

weighted coordinate displacement. The derivative terms are important to the value 

of the magnitude of zero temperature rate but not important to the temperature 

dependence of the rate (see Ref. [24]). By droping the 8:,/ term we will not be 

able to calculate a reliable zero temperature rate but we will be able to examine the 

temperature dependence of the rate. 
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The zero temperature development of Persson [23J is extended to non-zero tem-

peratures by accounting for the occupied and unoccupied density of electronic states 

with the Fermi-Dirac distribution, n(c:) = 1/(1 - e(~-~F)/kT). The mixed 10' > states 

are assumed to be populated as if they are bulk metal electronic states. The energy 

transfer process of interest involves a transition from vibrational state n=1 to n=O 

and the simultaneous scattering of an electron from an occupied hybrid state 10' > to 

an unoccupied hybrid state 1,8 >, with co - Co = lin. Fermi's golden rule yields the 

following expression for the coupling rate: 

re = 2; L 1< a,n = IIH'I,8,n = 0> 12n(co)(1- n(cp))8(ct] - Co -lin), (2.8) 
at] 

The wave functions la, n > represent the product of a hybrid state 10' >, and a 

Q mode vibrational state In >. To evaluate the perturbation terms we need to write 

them in the hybridized electronic state basis using transformed expressions of the ag 

operators, 

ag = L < Alag > CA· 
,\ 

Writing the perturbation term as, 

H' = (bt + b) L{Llaa < alA >< ria> cis + h.c.), 
.\-y 

the matrix elements in the rate expression become, 

< ,8n = OIH'lan = 1 > = L ~aa < alA >< ria >< ,8lclc..,la > 
.h 

= ~aa < al,8 >< ala> 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

(2.l2) 
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Also note that: 

The coupling rate can then be expressed; 

Ie - 2; ~~a 1: 8c[I: I < ala> 1
26(c - car)] 

or 

X [2: I < alP> 1
26(c,B - c -lin)]n(c)(1 - n(c + lin)) 

,B 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15 ) 

The sums and delta functions can be identified as the local density of states for the 

adsorbate orbitals. 

(2.16) 
a 

Finally the coupling rate ,e is rewritten in terms Pa(c), 

(2.17) 

For T=O the Fermi distributions n(c), can be replaced with step functions and 

equation (2.17) reduces to the Persson result (Ref. [23]): 

(2.18) 

However, when kTe is comparable to, or larger than lin , equation (2.17) must be 

used. 

A temperature dependence is thus introduced through the temperature de pen-

dence of the Fermi distribution. This effect can be considered in two regimes as 
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depicted in Fig. 2.3. For temperatures much less than the energy of the 27l"* level Ca , 

Pa(C) is essentially constant over the interval of integration in equation (2.17)[23, 24]. 

The coupling rate is then expressed in terms of I~ and a temperature factor, i.e. 

(2.19) 

For temperatures approaching Ca/10 or greater, the shape of the 27l"* LDOS must 

also be included. We model Pa(C) as a Lorentzian with line center 3.35 eV above 

CF, and line width ",0.6 eV[33]. Equation (2.17) was numerically integrated and is 

depicted in Fig.2.3. A sharp increase in the coupling strength occurs as the substrate 

electrons achieve thermal energies sufficient to make near resonant transitions. For 

temperatures higher than Ca the resonant effect saturates and the coupling becomes 

less sensitive to temperature again. Similar resonance enhanced couplings have been 

predicted by Brandbyge et al using a path integral technique to evaluate an electronic 

friction within a Langevin formalism [40] . The resulting electron temperature depen-

dent adsorbate/substrate coupling was used to explain femtosecond laser desorption 

experiments. 

Both molecular orbital techniques [24, 41] and density functional calculations[42] 

have been applied to the problem of determining the hybridization of adsorbate elec-

tronic state and the derivative of the system energy with respect to the different 

vibrational coordinates. With a molecular orbital calculation for copper clusters. 

Head-Gordon et al [24] arrive at a temperature dependent coupling rate similar to 
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equation (2.19). Their calculations go further than those presented here and provide 

an ab initio prediction for the zero temperature rate I~ . They extend the analysis 

using molecular dynamics calculations with electronic friction to predict both Ie and 

II at nonzero temperatures. These calculations predict temperature dependent cou

plings to both the electron and the phonon reservoirs. A comparison between their 

predictions and our findings will be presented in Chapter (6). 

2.3 Time Dependent Dephasing of Adsorbate Vibrations 

Direct measurements of low frequency (10-500 ern -1) adsorbate vibrational dynamics 

are hindered by the lack of ultrafast laser probes in the relevant spectral region. 

However the couplings and dynamics of these adsorbate modes are of great interest, 

particularly because excitations of these modes are involved in desorption, diffusion 

and other surface reactions. Current femtosecond infrared probes using nonlinear 

crystals for infrared generation are capable of frequencies as low as 1000 cm-1[28]. 

Presently within the area of surface vibrational dynamics only the dynamics of modes 

with v> 1800cm-1have been measured. 

Static spectroscopic techniques on the other hand can cover the entire Far IR 

range from a few wavenumbers through to the visible. IRAS and electron energy loss 

techniques can access modes with v > 200cm- 1• The lowest energy modes in the 

range below 200 em-lean be studied with inelastic helium scattering. However the 
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conversion of these techniques to ultrafast timescales does not seem likely. The most 

promising spectroscopic technique which might permit direct studies of modes with 

energies «100 em-I) is femtosecond terahertz spectroscopy[43]. While the technique 

has been applied to semiconductor studies, this technique has not yet been successfully 

applied to surface vibrations[44]. The challenges of working with ultrafast terahertz 

spectroscopy include generating enough light, focusing, and detection [43] . 

Though femotosecond probes are not currently available for direct measurements, 

the populations of low frequency modes can be monitored indirectly via the effects 

they have on higher frequency modes. In this case, the excitation of low frequency 

modes modifies the vibrational dynamics of some higher frequency mode which may 

in turn be accessible to current ultrafast IR probes. This section discusses time

dependent dephasing of high frequency modes due to anharmonic coupling to lower 

frequency modes. The goal is to measure the coupling rates discussed in the previous 

section between low frequency adsorbate vibrations and the substrate electron and 

phonon reservoirs. 

The temperature dependence of vibrational bands in polyatomic molecules is gen

erally understood to arise from anharmonic couplings between high frequency modes 

and thermally populated lower frequency modes [45]. The molecular nuclear motions 

are coupled to each other and also to the modes of a bath. The details of these bath 

modes depends on the molecule's environment (see Fig. 2.4). This situation permits 
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any particular vibrational frequency to be modulated by the bath fluctuations and 

hence yield line-shifting and line-broadening phenomena. To shift a high frequency 

transition in this way it is necessary to have a low frequency mode, whose occupation 

number is significant. The magnitude of the temperature shift or broadening will 

depend on the size of the anharmonic coupling between the high and low frequency 

modes. The theory that describes this situation is termed exchange theory[45, 46]. 

In the present context the dynamics are regarded in terms of Brownian oscillator 

models[46, 47]. 

The simplest type of vibrational dynamics consists of an oscillator, represent

ing say a diatomic molecule, coupled to a temperature reservoir. In this case the 

temperature-dependent spectral shifts are caused by the changes in molecular poten

tial that arise because of coupling to the motions of molecules in the bath [45]. When 

some modes of the bath are efficiently anharmonically coupled to the oscillator, the 

spectral properties of the oscillator may be described by its coupling to these modes 

only. 

Fig. 2.4 depicts the situation in which a high frequency vibration p is strongly 

anharmonically coupled to a particular low frequency mode Q. Both p and Q are 

coupled directly to a temperature reservoir. Since Q has a much lower frequency it 

will be thermally populated to a much larger degree than p. Through the anharmonic 

coupling of these two modes the stochastic modulations of Q by the bath modes 
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will in turn modulate the frequency of p. In the case of a molecule in solution the 

temperature bath would be the solvent and a high frequency solute mode would be 

dephased through a particular solute mode of perhaps a group of sol vent modes. 

In the case of an adsorbate the temperature reservoirs are the substrate electronic 

and the phonon degrees of freedom and a high frequency adsorbate vibration will 

be dephased through an anharmonic coupling to a low frequency adsorbate mode 

or surface phonon. The following discussion will provide a semi-classical treatment 

of the system. The substrate baths and the Q mode wiII be considered classically 

and the stretch mode will be treated as a quantum harmonic oscillator with density 

matrix p. 

The anharmonic coupling between the CO stretch and the Q modes causes the CO 

stretch frequency and thus the density matrix elements of p to be modulated. This 

coupling can be depicted by the potential wells for the low frequency Q coordinate 

motion, Fig. 2.5. If there were no anhamonic coupling the curvature of the l/ = 0 

and l/ = 1 levels would be the same and the stretch frequency, determined by the 

distance between the two potential surfaces, would then by independent of the Q 

position. However when the modes are coupled, the l/ = 0 and l/ = 1 levels have 

different curvatures. The anharmonic coupling usually causes the frequency n to be 

lower when the CO stretch is excited than if it is not. Conversely the farther the Q 

mode is from the equilibrium position the lower the CO stretch frequency. 
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Figure 2.5: Anharmonic coupling between the CO stretch and a low frequency oscilla
tor Q will modulate the frequencies of both modes. The frequency n of the coordinate 
Q oscillator is determined by the width of the potential wells. The frequency w( Q) of 
the CO stretch mode is determined by the separation of the two potential surfaces. As 
(Q2) increases the average stretch frequency decrease. Using a stochastic Brownian 
oscillator model the temperature dependence of the frequency shift can be obtained 
explicitly (see text). 
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We start by writing an equation for p. In anticipation of probing the CO with 

an electric field at frequency WL we define the stretch detuning frequency, ~Ot(Q) = 

WOl(Q) +WL that can be written in terms of the low frequency mode displacement Q: 

(2.20) 

Here ( = t(n6 - nn is a measure of the anharmonic coupling; nv is the Brownian 

oscillator frequency in state v of the CO stretch. The pure case density matrix, <T , 

for the CO stretch now contains a stochastic frequency: 

(2.21) 

where ,0 is the phase relaxation time of the CO-stretch resulting from other mech

anisms The time evolution of <TOI can be obtained by integration (see appendix 9.2) 

that yields; 

(2.22) 

We now need to take the ensemble average to obtain POI where POI = (<TOt). Such 

a stochastic equation can be solved using a cummulant expansion (Ref. [46]) which 

gives; 

(2.23 ) 

or alternatively, 

(2.24) 
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for the density matrix, from which the response to an IR probe field can be calculated. 

can be readily obtained by differentiating POI (t); 

(2.25 ) 

The interaction with the IR probe field will be discussed later in Chapter 4. 

From equation (2.25) it is seen that the mean value (Q2(t)) determines the shift 

of the stretching mode and the cummulant average ((Q2(t)Q2(t - td)) determines 

the temperature dependent dephasing (width) of the transition. These averages of Q 

are obtained from the equation of motion for Q. The Q mode is considered to be a 

Brownian oscillator satisfying a Langevin equation: 

(2.26 ) 

having frequencies fl, reduced mass f1. and damping rate 1]. Here F(t) is a stochasti-

cally fluctuating force that has no memory: 

where T( t) is the temperature of the bath. Note that the anharmonic coupling is 

not included in the equation of motion for Q. This approximation can be made since 

the interactions with the reservoir, through TJ and F( t), are much stronger than the 

perturbation due to the anharmonic coupling to the stretch mode. 
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The shift and width parameters that are obtained depend on the value of 0./"" 

but for the present purpose we assume the oscillator is strongly overdamped since it 

is then straight-forward to obtain the needed results in terms of the relaxation time 

of the Brownian oscillator, f3 = 0.2/",. The Langevin equation becomes; 

(2.28) 

which integrates to (see appendix 9.2); 

(2.29) 

The time dependence of the mean squared displacement of Q can now be simply 

obtained: 

_ jt dt' jt dt" (F(t')2F (t")) e-.l1(t-t'+t-t") 
-00 -00 ", p. 

_ 2kb jt dt'T(t')e-2{3(t-t') 
", -00 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

Note that < Q2(t) > follows the reservoir temperature T(t) with rate 2f3. For a 

quantum harmonic oscillator the mean squared displacement is proportional to the 

oscillator population. In the next section we will derive a similar energy transfer rate 

equation treating the Q mode as a quantum harmonic oscillator. It will be shown that 

the Brownian oscillator response time is related to the energy transfer rate described 

earlier section 2.2 by , = 2f3. 

The cummulant average in the width term,,(t), can be analyzed assuming that 
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Q( t) is a stochastic Gaussian variable. In this case we have; 

To evaluate this we note that, 

(Q(t)Q(td) (2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

Defining 6w = ~ and noting that, ~~ = 5w( ~ )2/3 , the explicit forms for 5s(t) and 

{s(t) can be written; 

- 6w( ~ )2/3jt df'T(t')e-2{3(t-t') 
nO -00 

(2.37) 

- 2lat 
df1[5s (tl)J2e-2{3(t-ttl (2.38) 

Note that the time dependence of the width will lag the behind the square of the 

frequency shift 5s (t)2 at rate /3. However this analysis has neglected the stretch mode 

dipole-dipole coupling effects. Including the dipole-dipole coupling effects is beyond 

the scope of this discussion. However these effects are important, especially when 

comparing the magnitudes of 5s(t) and {s(t). A more complete development of the 

static long time dephasing that includes dipole-dipole interactions has be discussed 

by Persson et al[48]. When the dispersion of the stretch mode is accounted for, the 
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coupling time, /3, in equation 2.38 is replaced by W such that: 

(2.39) 

The dispersion of the stretch mode is represented by the wave vectors q and q' where 

nq is the frequency of the q=O band and q' sums over all modes. For the case that 

w > > f3 equation 2.38 can be integrated to obtain: 

(2.40) 

Thus we arrive at two equations for the time dependence of the linewidth (Eq. 2.37) 

and the center frequency (Eq. 2.40) of the stretch mode absorption. If the time 

evolution of the temperature reservoirs is known then 8s{t) and is(f) can be computed 

given the three following parameters; !~ the ratio of the anharmonic coupling and 

lin , f3 the Brownian oscillator response time and W as defined in Eq. 2.39. Since 

the energy transfer time f3 between the bath and mode Q is the parameter we are 

interested in measuring, we need to establish the values of the other two parameters. 

This can be done by considering the case of a constant bath temperature. 

In the long time limit (/3t > > 1) and small ~ d~~t), these parameters become: 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

These two equations can be used to describe the line shifting and broadening of 

spectra obtained from the CW techniques. By first performing static spectroscopy 
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the values of !~ and W can be obtained leaving the Brownian oscillator response 

time to be determined using transient measurements as mentioned above. 

2.4 General Theory of a Quantum Harmonic Oscillator Coupled to Two 

Temperature Reservoirs. 

In section 2.2 Fermi's golden ruled was used to calculate the relaxation rate of a 

quantum harmonic oscillator in the first excited state coupled to substrate electrons. 

In section 2.3 we used the Langevin equation to couple a classical harmonic oscillator 

to a temperature reservoir. This section will establish a connection between the 

coupling rate of section 2.2 and the Brownian oscillator response time!3 of section 2.3. 

To make the connection we show that the single level relaxation rate also describes 

the energy transfer between a thermally excited harmonic oscillator and a bath. 

In the case of a metal adsorbate system there are two reservoirs (i.e. bulk electron 

and phonon) whose temperatures vary in different ways before equilibrating (Chap

ter 3). When an oscillator with average energy Uosc , characterized by a temperature 

Tosc (in the Bose-Einstein sense), is placed in contact with a thermal reservoir at 

temperature T R, energy is exchanged until the oscillator acquires the reservoir tem

perature T R. For a harmonic oscillator the time evolution of this process can be 

calculated explicitly and, with some reasonable assumptions has a very simple form. 

The calculation depends only on the oscillator frequency, the average occupation of 
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Figure 2.6: Energy flow between levels of a harmonic oscillator. 

elementary excitations in the reservoir at the oscillator frequency, and the rate 'Y 

associated with the population relaxation between the lowest two oscillator energy 

levels in the presence of the reservoir. This rate, in our specific case, will be the rates 

Ie or ~fl discussed earlier in the Chapter (Eqs. 2.17 and 2.19). For this model, 'Y 

is temperature-independent and the elementary excitations in the temperature reser-

voirs are bosons. By considering the energy flow or population transfer in and out 

of the ith level of a harmonic oscillator (Fig. 2.6) we can write the rate of change in 

occupation probability of the ith level, Pi as follows: 

(2.4:3 ) 
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Here Wi,j is the rate of population transfer from the i level to the j level. We can 

simply calculate the rate change of the average occupation number 71. = L iPi, using 

n = L ipi. For a harmonic oscillator with a linear coupling to a bath at temperature 

(2.44) 

(2.4.5 ) 

where nr = n(Tr), is the average occupation number for an oscillator in equilibrium 

with the harmonic bath. Substituting (2.44) and (2.45) for Pi in expression (2.43) we 

find that, n is, 

n = Adnr 2: i 2pi_l-(2nr+l) 2: i2pi+(nr+l) 2: i 2Pi+l- nr 2: ipi+(nr+l) 2: iPi+l} . 
iii i 

(2.46) 

The sums can all be rewritten in terms of n , Po, and Li i 2pi, which, when collected, 

yield the simple expression, 

n = ,(nr - 71.). (2.47) 

In the high temperature limit equation (2.47) reduces to the form below, since i7, = 

(2.48) 

In our case the oscillator can couple to phonons or electron-hole pair fluctuations 

in the bulk. The occupation of both classes of elementary excitations are described 
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by Bose distributions at the appropriate electron or phonon reservoir temperatures 

Te and 1i respectively. If we assumed the couplings are independent of each other, 

then the energy flow in and out of the oscillator equals the sum of the interactions 

with the two baths and equation (2.47) can be extended to read, 

(2.49) 

In reaching equation (2.49) we have assumed that there are no off-diagonal density 

matrix elements induced by interactions with the bath, and that the coupling to the 

bath is linear in the oscillator coordinate. 

The rate equation for ii developed here can be compared to the results for Q of 

the previous section(Eq. 2.38). The equations for the linewidth and center frequency 

shifts can be expressed in terms of the mean squared displacement of the low fre-

quency oscillator Q. For a quantum oscillator the mean squared displacement (Q2) 

is proportional to ii with (Q2) = Q5(ii + t) and Qo is the zero point displacement 

Qo = ~. By substituting the classical description of (Q2) with a quantum de-

scription we obtain the follwing expressions for the complex frequency of the stretch 

vibration. 

bs(t) - *Q~ (n(t) + ~) (2 .. 50) 

IS(t) - ~:~ (n(t)[n(t) + 1] + ~) (2 .. 51) 

These equations in addition to the rate equation (2.49) predict the transient spectral 
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response of the CO stretch given the time dependent temperatures of the substrate 

electrons and phonons. The next section discusses these substrate reservoirs. 
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Chapter 3 

Substrate Response To Ultrashort Visible Excitation 

The dynamics of adsorbates becomes particularly interesting when ultrashort laser 

pulses are used to excite the underlying substrate. This is because, on very short 

timescales, it is possible to excite the pure electronic degrees of the solid before energy 

can be substantially exchanged with the phonon degrees of freedom of the solid. 

Eventually we expect the electron and phonon temperature reservoirs to equilibrate, 

however just after excitation a unique environment can be created for the molecule 

in which the substrate electron and phonon temperatures are vastly different. These 

conditions cannot be achieved by conventional thermal heating processes. 

Our interest is in the variation of adsorbate vibrational spectra just after sub

strate excitation. This response will depend on the coupling between the adsorbate 

vibrations and the near surface bulk phonon and electronic excitations. The popula

tion of the adsorbate vibrations induced by the bulk excitations will depend on the 

temperature of the respective substrate reservoirs. Here we review the current picture 

:38 
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[29, 49, .50, .51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] of the substrate temperature variations following 

ultrafast laser pulse excitation. 

The initial interaction of the substrate with the visible electromagnetic field pro-

duces a hot electron-hole plasma. This highly nonequilibrium distribution of electrons 

and holes will thermalize in less than a picosecond. For some metals such as Au, this 

thermalization time can be as long as 600 fs [56], however for eu this time is 30-70 

fs [9]. Our light pulses have ~ 300/ s duration and enable us to treat this electronic 

thermalization as essentially instantaneous. Once the electrons have thermalized the 

cooling problem can be considered in the context of a classical heat flow model first 

suggested by Anisimov [29]. In this model the cooling of electrons occurs via energy 

transfer to the phonons through electron-phonon collisions and via heat conduction 

away from the surface. These equilibration processes are fast, but before the two 

reservoirs thermalize, the electrons can reach peak temperatures much greater than 

those of the phonons. The coupled differential equations that describe these processes 

are as follows: 

(3.1 ) 

(3.2) 

Here a source term S(z, f) accounts for the initial deposition of heat by the light 

pulse, and is assumed to interact with the electrons only. The electrons have a heat 

capacity which depends linearly on temperature, Ce = ,Te, and are subject to thermal 
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diffusion characterized by "'e, and coupled to the phonons with rate G. The phonons, 

with a fixed heat capacity Cl, couple to the electronic reservoir temperature with rate 

G. Diffusion of energy through phonon mechanisms is negligible on these timescales 

and is ignored here. 

The best measurements for the eu electron-phonon coupling parameter G have 

been derived from transient reflectivity measurements of thin eu films where the effect 

of diffusion is minimized due to the 2 dimensional nature of the samples[50, 54, 55]. 

For polycrystalline eu this value is G = 0.7xlOl'i -lxlOl'i W/m3 K. Grain boundaries 

are believed to enhance the electron-phonon scattering process, so that single crystals 

might be expected to have smaller values of G. For Au, a comparison of polycrystalline 

films to single crystal thin films has been made and the single crystal G was 10 -

20% smaller than the polycrystalline sample [55]. Unless otherwise stated we have 

used a value of G = 0.7xlOli W/m3 K. The diffusion constant "'e, is temperature 

dependent and has the form, "'e = "'eo(Te/Ti) with "'eo = 435ltV/mf{ [9, .51]. The 

heat capacities have been determined experimentally with Ce = 96.6Te Jjm3 [{2 and 

Cl = 2.26xl06 Jjm3 
[{ [57]. 

The problem must generally be treated in three dimensions. In our experiments 

however, the laser beam waists of ,....., lOOlLm were;::: 104 times the penetration depth 

of the incident light. The heat will diffuse during the experiment but we anticipate 

(and will later check) that the depth will be increased by a factor of less than 100 
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during the timescale of our measurements (t < 50ps). In this case the temperatures 

can be considered homogeneous in the plane of the crystal surface and the diffusion 

problem is effectively one dimensional in the direction, z, normal to the surface. 

The heat can not diffuse into the vacuum and so the surfaces have boundary 

conditions of (~)z=o = (~)z=o = 0 and (aa~ )z=zmax = (~):=:max = O. Since the 

sample depth (2mm) is many orders of magnitude greater than the heat penetration 

depth we increased increase zmax untill no change is seen in the calcuated front 

surface temperature (zmax"" 1000 times the optical skin depth). We have solved 

these equations numerically with a time centered Crank-Nicholson scheme[.58] for 

our system parameters (see Appendix. 9.3). A 500 fs light pulse that deposits an 

absorbed fluence of Fabs = 0.33 mJjc:m2 will induce an electron temperature rise 

of 8Te = 380K at the Cu surface(see Fig. 3.1). This elevated electron temperature 

will decay in "" 1 ps primarily through electron-electron heat diffusion into the bulk. 

The surface phonon temperature in contrast rises more gradually and increases by a 

smaller amount (i.e. 8Tl = 7 K). Since the diffusion of heat away from the surface is 

dominated by the electrons, Te drops slightly below Tt and both temperatures return 

to 9.5 K in ::; 1 ns. The temperature dependence of "'e means that initially the heat 

diffuses quite fast and then as Te returns to a value"" Tl the diffusion slows down. 

Thus the effective deposition depth for the duration of the experiment is reached after 

the first 1-2 ps. The temperature profile with respect to the depth within the substrate 
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Figure 3_1: The substrate temperatures,Te and T/ , induced by 500 fs laser pulses 
with our lowest (Faba = 0.072 mJjcm2 (a), and highest Faba = 0.33 mJjcm2 (b), 
fluences absorbed. The energy initially deposited in the electrons creates a sharp 
peak in T e ' The phonons in contrast have a much larger heat capacity and therefore 
experience a smaller temperature rise. Since Te is modulated much more than T/ . 
T e is more sensitive to changes in fluence, 
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yields a 1/ e penetration depth of '" lOOrun at 2 ps. The shape of the temperature 

varation therefore has a depth to the width ratio of'" 10-3 which confirms the validity 

of our 1 dimensional treatment. 

The adsorbate excitation and temperature profiles are calculated by convoluting 

a response function with Te and T/ profiles. Errors in the substrate temperatures will 

lead to errors in our estimated adsorbate-substrate coupling rates. The accuracy of 

the parameters used in this problem therefore need to be considered. Our analysis is 

most susceptible to changes in G. A deviation in "'e changes the effective penetration 

depth of the visible heat source but does not greatly change the over all shape of the 

curves. A change of the electron-phonon coupling constant G, however, proportionally 

changes the decay rate of the electron temperature and thus produces an error in the 

determination of the coupling rates of the adsorbate to these reservoirs. These effects 

are described with greater detail later in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 4 

Femtosecond Infrared Spectroscopy 

Ultrafast laser pulses that are shorter than the vibrational dephasing times of con

densed phase systems are quite common. For example, spectral linewidths of vibra

tional transitions in the steady state are usually narrower than -20cm-1 correspond

ing to dephasing times longer than 500 fs. If vibrational states are caused to undergo 

changes on timescales less than 500 fs, it is evident that the interplay between the 

vibrational dephasing and the dynamical processes of interest must be considered as 

part of the interpretation of the experiment. In the particular case of CO on Cu( 111) 

the free induction decay time, as measured by sum frequency generation (Ref. [.59]). 

is T2 = 2.2 ps. This section addresses some issues related to the probing of per

turbed vibrational transitions using ultrashort pulses. There are a variety of possible 

approaches to obtaining transient IR spectra and the experimental manifestations 

of the vibrational dephasing are dependent on the method used. Two extreme ap

proaches used in the study of IR transients are the conventional pump/probe method 
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(see for example Ref. (16, 17]), which uses short light pulses to pump and probe the 

sample, and the gated quasi-CW method (see for example Ref. (60, 61]) which uses 

ultrafast gated IR detection. These approaches generally yield different signals from 

the same sample so that a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of each 

of them is worthwhile. 

4.1 Modulation of the complex frequency in a two level system 

The simplest approach to calculating time-dependent vibrational spectra is to solve 

the damped Liouville equations (Bloch equations) for a two level system with Hamil-

tonian: 

1i = 1io + S(t) + V(t) (4.1 ) 

where 1io is a two level system with Bohr frequency WIO = WI -Wo which in the present 

case will be a vibrational frequency. S(t) is a time dependent perturbation such as a 

first order Stark effect that will usually be slowly acting compared with V(t). V(f) 

represents the interaction of the two level system with an electromagnetic field E( f): 

i.e. V(f) = -ilOleE(f), where the field magnitude is E(t) = eE(t) = e£(t) COS(WLf). 

For the experiments at hand the frequency shifts will be caused by the amplitude 

variations of a coupled low frequency oscillator as described in the previous section. 

The system is considered to be in contact with thermal reservoirs and the relaxation 

processes are as described in chapter 2. 
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The Liouville equation for the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix in the 

representation of 7t0 or 1-l0 + S(t) is written with a time dependent dephasing rate 

f(t) as follows: 

POI 
z 

- ~[p, 1£]01 - f(t )POI ( 4.2) 

z 
- ~{(poo - Pu)7tOI + (7tu -7too)Pod - f(t)POl ( 4.3) 

- i(poo - PldJlOIE(t) - (iWOI(t) + f(t))POI ( 4.4) 

For weak probe fields most of the population will reside in the ground state and we 

can assume that no = POO - Pu remains constant. Situations in which the population 

is modulated by the pump pulse will be addressed later in section 4.2.1. Integration 

of equation 4.4 (see appendix 9.2) yields: 

(4 .. 5 ) 

where wOl(r) = WOI + HSoo(r) - Sl1(r)] represents the frequency modulated by the 

time-dependent Stark shift. The dephasing parameter f( r) = ,0 + ,( r) has a time-

dependent part ,( r), to account for any changes brought about by the baths to which 

the system is coupled, and a time-independent component ,0. 
The two experimental approaches considered are the gated quasi-CvV probe pulse 

(see Fig. 4.1a) and the filtered short probe pulse (see Fig. 4.1b). These two methods 

can be explored by taking the short and long pulse limits of a Gaussian pulse expres-

sion for the probe IR pulse. A Gaussian probe pulse with pulse duration rp = J21:2, 
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(a) Gated Quasi-CW IR Probe 
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IR field which includes the field radiated by the 
sample polarization and the incident field . 

Figure 4.1: Schematic of two time-resolved IR probe methods. 
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and shape E(t) == t'oe-a(t-tpr)2+iw/(t-tpr), substituted into equation (4.5) will generate 

the following polarization; 

( 4.6) 

where n01(T) == i(wOI(r) +wd + r(T). We now compare two different experimental 

approaches to measuring POI (t) or its spectra. We defer the inclusion of substrate 

effects to appendix (9.1) and consider here a sample probed in transmission. 

When short probe pulses are employed in the experiment, the envelope £(1) is 

finite and usually has a duration shorter than the dynamics of interest. On the other 

hand, with the gating technique the IR field is quasi-monochromatic and £(t) == £0 

is effectively a constant over the time scale of the experiment. As can be seen from 

the exponentials inside the integral (Eq. 4.6) the detuning frequency ~OI == WOl + WL 

and the decay time, r( r), are the physical constants which define the relevant time 

scales. While typical experimental values of the pulse duration and Inoll, may not 

provide for completely separated timescales, to illustrate the basic nature of the two 

approaches, we study solutions in the limits Va» Inod and Va « Inod. 

Gated quasi-CW probe 

For the gated quasi-CW probe, we assume Va « Inod (i.e. long pulse limit). In 

this limit the polarization can be written 

. £, t t 

-iw/(I-Ipr ) (t) - Zj.lOlno 01 dt - J; drOoJ(r) e POI - Ie 1 
h -00 

(4.7) 
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The resulting quasi-CW infrared beam is gated by up- or down- converSIOn III a 

nonlinear crystal after the sample by mixing with a short pulse having field envelope 

£gate(t - t g) centered at the gating time or delay time, t g' If the signal is small, the 

current in the square law photodetector is proportional to : 

( 4.8) 

where [gen(t) (to be distinguished from the complex Eads which explicitly accounts 

for the reflection geometry) is the in-phase part of the IR field generated at time t 

by the polarization derived from p(t) given in equation (4.7). The angle brackets 

denote time average. Note that if the gating pulse is very short compared with the 

relevant dynamics, and if the signal is small then the detected light intensity is given 

approximately by: 

( 4.9) 

The relevant part of the generated field is Im{P(f)e- iwLt
} which is obtained from 

(4.5) using P = Tr{JLp} with with t = f g' For the CW method the field is, apart 

from constants, 

co (t) - I {'jtg dt - fttg nodT1dT} c,gen 9 - m z 1 e I . 
-00 

( 4.10) 

In general we are interested in the differential change in absorption with and without 

the pump, so the signal, S(t), is; 

S(t) 
Ipumped 

= 
10 

lunpumped 

10 
(-Lll) 
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(4.12) 

( 4.13) 

Where ~en and n81 are for the unpumped case. 

Short Pulse Probe 

The situation for a short pulse probe signal is qualitatively different from (4.10). The 

relevant part of the field is obtained from (4.5) using explicit form for £(t). Assuming 

that the pulse is Gaussian and much shorter than the modulations in the IR response, 

(Va» Inod), we can write the generated field for time t > tpr: 

( 4.14) 

vVith a filter in front of the detector enabling only the frequencies near WF to be 

measured, the signal current is equal to the product of the Fourier transforms of the 

probe and generated fields at WF. In other words, the spectrum of the generated field 

is given by its Fourier transform. This can be expressed using a detuning frequency, 

nC"t(t) = i(W01(t) +WF) + r(t) between the oscillator and the filter. 

£gen(WF, tpr ) = 1: dtlEgen(tde-iwFt\ 

= £0 f!.1°O dt
1 
e - J:~r dT(ot; (T)) v;; tpr 

The short probe pulse signal, apart from constants, is thus given by: 

(4.1.5 ) 

(4.16) 

( ..t.li) 
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Again using unpumped measurements as a reference, the signal (S(t)) obtained is; 

S(t) - ( 4.18) 

( 4.19) 

(4.20 ) 

4.2 Model of an Impulsive Complex Frequency Shift 

These signals described in the previous section can be easily calculated numerically 

for arbitrary pulses and functions S( t) and f(t), but the basic properties and limita-

tions for time domain experiments are more clearly exposed by considering 6-function 

pump pulses resulting in step function changes in nOlo We suppose here that the CO 

resonance has a width fa and detuning A~o before t=O, and width fb and detuning 

Ato immediately after t=O. "Immediately" in this context means faster than could 

be measured. Delta function light pulses are used here to simplify the mathematics 

but without loss of the significant physics. 

The quasi-CW method yields a spectrum of the form given by equation (4.13). 

With the conditions of 6-function pump and gating pulses, separated by Td = f 9 -

f pump, the differential reflectivity signal in the CW experiment is readily obtained 

from equation (4.10): 

S=o (4.21) 
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( 4.22) 

where na = i~Ol + r a and nb = i~gl + rb are the complex frequencies before and 

after heating the electrons. Equation (4.22) determines how quickly the new signal 

can be observed and how suddenly the original absorbance characterized by na can 

disappear as a result of a change in the complex frequency. Notice that the dynamics 

are determined by the new complex frequency. 

On the other hand the short probe pulse method is described by equation (4.20). 

With Td = t pr - t pump and the selection of a frequency initially detuned by complex 

frequency n~ from resonance the short probe pulse yields a signal intensity as follows: 

OJ 110FT} ( 4.23) Td < S=Re{(nF-nF)e a d 

b a 

1 1 
Td > OJ S = Re{(nF - nF)} ( 4.24) 

b a 

Interestingly the Td < 0 term of equation (4.23), and hence dynamics of these sig-

nals, always grows in with time constant determined by the unperturbed resonance 

frequency n~ and the peak signal occurs at zero delay of pump and probe pulses. 

The significant differences between the gated quasi-CW probe (Eq. 4.13 and 4.22) 

and the short pulse probe (Eq. 4.20 and 4.24) are most readily understood byexaming 

the integrals involved. The time ordering of the integrals can be depicted by diagrams 

representing these processes as shown in Fig. 4.2. For each diagram the horizontal 

line is a time axis. The probe fields initially interact with the sample where the solid 
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Figure 4.2: Time ordering of the integrals for the impulsive perturbation model. 
f' is the integration variable and t p is the arrival time of the pump-pulse. 
(a) Quasi-CvV method: The delay time, Td, is measured between the pump
pulse, and f 9 the time at which the gate pulse up converts the IR probe. (b) 
Short Pulse Probe method: The delay time is measured between the pump-pulse and 
t pr, the time at which the IR probe pulse impinges upon the sample. 
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arrows point onto the line. The field is reradiated when the squiggly arrows leave. In 

the integrals for the quasi-CW case the field interacts with the sample at time f' and 

is reradiated at time f g • For the short duration probe case the field initially interacts 

at time t pr and is reradiated at time f'. The pump arrow indicates the time at which 

the complex frequency is shifted from na to nb. 

For both methods the evaluation of the integrals with delta function probe and 

gating pulses requires consideration of three regions; in regions 1 the probe field 

couples and is reradiated before the pump, in regions 2 the probe field couples before 

the pump and is reradiated after the pump and in regions 3 the probe field is coupled 

and reradiated after the pump. In the quasi-CW case the integral only extends up 

to the gating time. In the short pulse probe experiment the detector senses the free 

induction decay (FID) radiated starting from the arrival time of the probe (tpr) up 

to infinity. Diagrams 4.2a.2 and 4.2b.2 correspond to the FID of the un pumped 

sample being perturbed by the pump at tp. In the short pulse probe case the system 

propagates with complex frequency na from f pT to f p and with complex frequency nb 

from f p to f' and the detector response results in an integration over f'. With the 

quasi-CW method the system propagates with complex frequency na from f' to t p 

and with complex frequency nb from f p to f g. The total field reradiated at time t g 

involves an integration over f'. 

Consider some qualitative features of the two approaches. The short pulse probe 
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signal evolution is always shaped initially by the unpumped vibrational properties in 

n~. On the contrary the time dependence of the quasi-CW signal is determined by 

nb. Fig. 4.3a shows the signals expected for the case where the absorption width is 

suddenly increased. The only effect this increase has on the short pulse probe signal 

is on its amplitude at zero delay. On the other hand the gated CW method yields a 

signal growth kinetics that depends on the amount of line broadening that occurred. 

In the second example the perturbation causes an instantaneous line shift which is 

small compared to the linewidth and the linewidth remains constant Fig. 4.3. Again 

the short pulse probe signal (bleach) grows up to zero delay in accordance with ef 
aTd 

and is constant thereafter at a level determined by the magnitude of the frequency 

shift. The gated-CW method provides a similar signal only it grows after time zero. 

Both signals grow in with similar response times. In this case the information about 

the line shifting comes purely from the magnitude of the signal and can be similarly 

obtained from either approach. 

The responses to a large frequency shift are shown in Fig. 4.3c. The short pulse 

measurement shows similar dynamics to the small frequency shift. A quite different 

response is exhibited by the quasi-CW method in which damped oscillations with 

period corresponding to the frequency mismatch are seen. If this shift is sufficiently 

large so that the time resolution is insufficient to isolate the beats or if the sam

ple is sufficiently inhomogeneous, then an instantaneous change in absorbance will 
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Figure 4.3: Simulations of an impulsive frequency response for three different complex 
frequency shifts. For the gated CW method (dashed) the laser frequency is at 2075 
cm -1. For the short probe pulse method the filter frequency is at 2075 em -1. (a) 
Increase in line width, r a = 2.25 cm-I, rb = 12.25 cm-1, and W~1 = wg1 = 2074; (b) 
center frequency shift of rv50% the linewidth r a = rb = 2.25cm-1, W~l = 2074cm-1, 
and wg1 = 2072cm-1; (c) center frequency shift of rv5x the linewidth ra = rb = 
2.25cm-1 , WOl = 2074cm-1 , and wg1 = 2001cm-1 • 
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be sensed. An example of this effect was observed in the experiment on the pho

todissociation of carbon monoxide from an iron carbonyl [62]. On dissociation, the 

resonance frequency shifts in about 50 fs from 1951 em-Ito 2135 cm-1without much 

change in width. This shift of 184 cm-1corresponds to a beat period of 180 fs which 

could not have been resolved in that experiment so an "instantaneous" bleach signal 

is observed. Any changes of integrated absorption cross section that occur as a result 

of the perturbation must also be included in the evaluation of the responses. These 

appear in much the same way as the population changes in equation (4.5). This is 

an example where the population kinetics give a reasonable interpretation of spectral 

changes. Simulations of the same three complex frequency shifts but with as range 

of probe frequencis are depicted in figures 4.4,4.5 and 4.6. 

The comparison shows the advantage of the quasi-CW method when the experi

mental objective is to study the change in position or width of an existing absorption 

without population changes: the kinetics of the change can be observed without direct 

interference from the free induction decay of the existing absorption. For example if 

an absorption band is instantaneously bleached, perhaps by a photochemical reaction 

that removes the species, the observed response is immediate. On the other hand, the 

short pulse probe method has a clear advantage when the signal is a new absorption 

introduced by the pumping process. The short pulse probe technique is capable of 

tracking processes much faster than the equilibrium dephasing times when there is no 
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Figure 4.4: Simulations of an impulsive frequency response for a linebroadening of a 
factor of 5. fa = 4.5 and fb = 22.5cm-t, W01 = wg1 = 2074cm-1)i (a.I) and (a.2) 
are for the gated CW probe measuremment. (b.I) and (b.2) are for the short probe 
pulse. The lines in (a.2) and (b.2) are for the probe frequencies 2065cm-1- dotted, 
2070cm-1- dotted and dashed, 2074cm-1- dashed, 2080cm-1- solid. 
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Figure 4.5: Simulations of an impulsive frequency response for a center frequency 
shift of about 50% the linewidth ra = rb = 2.25cm-t, W01 = 2074cm-1and 
wg1 = 2072cm- I

); (a.l) and (a.2) are for the gated CW probe measuremment. 
(b.l) and (b.2) are for the short probe pulse. The lines in (a.2) and (b.2) are for 
the probe frequencies 2065cm- l , dotted, 2070cm- l - dotted and dashed, 2075cm- l , 

dashed, 2080cm-1
, solid. 
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Figure 4.6: Simulations of an impulsive frequency response for a center frequency shift 
of 10 times the linewidth r II = rb = 2.25cm-1

, w01 = 2074cm-1and W~l = 2119cm-1
); 

(a.I) and (a.2) are for the gated CW probe measuremment. (b.I) and (b.2) are for the 
short probe pulse. The lines in (a.2) and (b.2) are for the probe frequencies 2119cm-1-

dotted, 2070cm-1- dotted and dashed, 2074cm-1- dashed, 2IOOcm-1- solid. 
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requirement to single out a particular frequency, i.e. when no filter or monochromator 

is placed in front of the detector. Consider a transition having a typical vibrational 

width of 10 cm-1that is shifted by 100 em-I, but whose stationary width is unchanged 

as a result of a pumping process. If the shift is essentially immediate the signal at 

the new frequency grows in with time constant T2 = 2.2 ps if a filter is placed in 

front of the detector. However, without the filter and detecting all the frequency 

components, the signal will track the profile of the probe pulse. At times much less 

than the dephasing time the field corresponding to the new transition is distributed 

over a broader frequency region, but the probe pulse itself is by definition spectrally 

broad enough to detect the whole absorption on the timescale of the pulsewidth. 

4.2.1 Desorption 

One other pump pulse effect is considered here as extensions of the previous treatment 

of pump induced complex frequency shifts. The discussion will focus only on the gated 

quasi-CW probe method. The removal of a diatomic molecule from a surface will alter 

its vibrational potential and hence oscillation frequency. Since the frequency shift is 

much greater than the linewidth, the detuning oscillations are averaged by the gating 

or short probe pulse. Desorption can therefore be considered to remove the sample 

molecules from the laser probe and is modeled here by a pumping function A( t). Using 

a two level density matrix model for the stretch vibration of a diatomic molecule one 
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obtains; 

P01(t) 
l 
liPOO Vo(t) - 001 (t )P01 (t) - A( t)POl (t) (4.25 ) 

POo(t ) - -A(t)Poo(t) ( 4.26) 

Pll(t ) - -A(t)Pu(t) ( 4.27) 

The polarization can be obtained by integrating these equations to yield the following; 

(f) - i TJ' jt dt (f) - f A(T)dT-f 00I(T)dT 
POI - - Vo IPOO I e '1 '1 

Ii -00 

( 4.28) 

Substituting in the time dependence of Poo(t) = poo(tr)e - Ir'1 A(T)dT into the previous 

equation brings the ground state population out in front of the integral, 

( 4.29) 

This indicates that the population changes due to desorption will show up instanta-

neously. 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental Description 

5.1 Basic plan of experiments 

The experiment incorporates ultrafast visible, and tunable IR pulses with ultrahigh 

vacuum (UHV) technologies. The substrate is heated with a short visible light pulse 

(0.3-1.5 ps) and the adsorbate response is monitored using time resolved infrared 

spectroscopy (see the schematic in Fig. 4.1). The IR probe used is a quasi-CW 

infrared pulse (30 ps) tunable from'" 1925 to 2175 em-I. The reflected IR field 

intensity records the adsorbate susceptibility and is time-resolved by upconversion in 

a nonlinear crystal using an ultrafast ('" 500 fs ) visible gating pulse. 

The pulse duration necessary to separate electronic and surface temperatures 

varies from metal to metal according to the physical parameters discussed in chap

ter 3. For platinum which has a relatively fast electron-phonon equilibration time, 

a Ips pulse will create a temperature difference ratio between the electrons and the 

phonons of ~t = 2 (sed Ref. [14]) . Experiments have shown that such a ratio is not 

63 
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significant enough to establish the separate coupling rates between the adsorbate and 

the two substrate temperature reservoirs. However for copper the same pulse will 

generate a sufficient temperature difference ratio of ffi = 20 For metal substrates 

with electron-phonon coupling rates like Pt, the pulse will need to be closer to 100 fs. 

The quasi-CW probe pulse is generated in a three wave mixing process with two 

visible pulses in a lithium iodate (LiI03 ) crystal. The resulting IR pulses possess peak 

powers of ",lkW facilitating an efficient upconversion detection scheme which would 

not be feasible using a true CW IR source. In this chapter the DHV diagnostics and 

sample conditions will be reviewed and the laser system used will be described. 

5.2 Vacuum system 

The URV chamber that houses the Cu( 111) crystal sample utilizes a dual level cylin

drical chamber design[59]. The upper level contains an ion gun and basic surface 

diagnostics including LEED, AUGER, and quadrupole mass spectrometry. The bot

tom level consists of a ring of view ports spaced by ",30° that are used to carry out 

optical measurements with various incident angle geometries. By using CaF2 and 

quartz windows the accessible spectral region extends from 5.5 J1.m to 200nm. One 

set of ports separated by 178°provide glancing incident angles from 82° to 90°. By 

moving the incident beam over to the next port the angles 65° to 79° can be obtained. 

Auger electron spectroscopy is used to examine the constituent atoms of a surface. 
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The particular model used, a Physical Electronics 255G double pass cylindrical mirror 

analyzer, provides an energy resolution of 6E/ E = 0.6. The data was collected 

in a differential mode by modulating the analyzer voltage. The technique has a 

spectral range of 50-1500 eV and so the information is mostly about the core electron 

energy levels. Since the surface bonds involve the valence orbitals the spectra are 

not particularly sensitive to surface structure and yield information mainly about the 

relative concentrations of the atoms at the surface. 

Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) is a useful technique with which to deter

mine the surface structure. An incident low energy electron (10-100eV) is diffracted 

off the surface and detected with a biased phosphor coated screen, yielding a real time 

visibly observable diffraction pattern. A simple analysis records only the positions 

of the diffraction spots. This yields information about the symmetry of the surface 

and can be used to identify fairly simple over-layer structures and reconstructions. A 

more sophisticated analysis measures the spot intensity in addition to the spot posi

tion as a function of the incident beam voltage (dynamical LEED). When combined 

with theory this can provide more detailed information about the surface such as the 

distance between the 1st and 2nd layer atoms. 

Besides laser spectroscopy which will be discussed below, the optical level of the 

chamber is also used for reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS). A Matt

son 2020 Fourier Transform IR (FTIR) spectrometer is used with an external HgCdTe 
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detector as depicted in Fig. 5.1. Using silver mirrors and CaF2 optics and the FTIR 

broadband source light was redirected and focused on to the sample. To facilitate 

beam alignment, an IR/Vis beam combiner was used to incorporate a ReNe tracing 

beam. The resolution of the FTIR was 2 em-I. The sensitivity was limited by drifts 

in the sample position, detector sensitivity, and ambient gas absorptions. All of these 

drifts altered the background absorption introducing spectral artifacts which could 

not be time averaged out. Under normal conditions a noise level of 0.3% could be 

maintained for an hour after taking a background scan. 

Two sample holders were used. Most measurements were done with an LN2 cooled 

dewar sample holder. The sample was held by two tungsten filaments which provided 

resistive heating and a conduit for thermal cooling. The resulting temperature range 

was from 95 to 700 °1(, Tilt and azimuthal rotation about the sample normal are built 

into the crystal holder assembly. The main dewar support provided the other axis of 

rotation about the cryostat arm and three axes of translation. Low temperature FTIR 

measurements were also made with a Kurt Lesker Helium cryostat sample holder. 

Only the main support axis of rotation and three axes translation were available with 

this sample holder. The cryostat cools the sample using a continuous flow of liquid 

helium that boils off on copper cooling block. The helium flow rate is '" 2L of helium 

per hour. A leak in the helium transfer arm hindered the use of this sample holder. 

The leak caused oscillations with a period of'" 2 min in the flow rate of the helium. 
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Figure 5.1: The broadband IR light exiting the FTIR interferometer is redirected into 
the UHV chamber using mirrors and CaF 2 lenses. A He Ne laser beam is combined 
with the IR to facilitate alignment. After reflecting of the sample the light is detected 
with a HgCdTe detector. 
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This resulted in raising the lower temperature limit from the specified 35K to .5.5K 

and caused I"V 5f( oscillations this base temperature. 

The CU(ll!) crystal, a 3/4" Dia. x 1/8" thick sample from Monocrystal was 

polished with successively smaller powders of alumina. The alumina powders of sizes 

5, 1, 0.3 and 0.05 f.Lm where obtained from Buehler. The alumina was suspended 

in distilled water and disbursed on a rotating felt sanding disk. The main variable 

involved in the process was the polishing time for each alumina solution. These pol

ishing times were determined by monitoring the degree of surface roughness visually. 

As polishing began with each powder solution a streaking pattern would develop with 

a grain proportional to the polish powder size. To avoid problems with sub-surface 

stuctural damage the polishing was continued three times longer than the time needed 

to establish the first streaking pattern with the new grain size. Rotating the sample 

by 900 betVleen streaking patterns allowed for easier identification of new streaking 

patterns. 

The finally stages of sample preparation were conducted in UHV. A clean ordered 

CU(lll) surface was obtained by cycles of 500V Ar sputtering at 450C for 30 minutes. 

and flash annealing to 600 C. The level of carbon, the major surface contaminant. 

as determined by Auger, is kept at less than 3% of a monolayer. The surface order 

was established by observing a Ix! LEED pattern and by CO absorption studies. 

After dosing with 3L of CO at 95 K and annealing to 125 K, subsequent cooling to 
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95 K produces an ordered overlayer with a (V3 x V3)R30° pattern (see Fig. 5.2) as 

confirmed by both LEED and FTIR linewidth measurements. 

To facilitate overlaping the visible and IR beams a silicon wafer (1 cm x 2 cm ) was 

attached to the bottom of the sample holder with a simple tantalum foil holder. A 

visible pulse can excite electrons across the silicon band gap which produces transient 

metal like optical properties. Particularly near the Brewster angle, the !::.Rj R for 

far IR light ("'" 2000 cm- I
) can be very large. With our laser Buences we regularly 

obtained !::.RjR signals of"'" 100%. The silcon wafer (lcm x2cm) was aligned parallel 

to the Cu using the reflection of a ReNe beam. This arrangement permitted either 

the silicon or the Cu to be placed in the optical position by adjusting the vertical 

position of the crystal holder. Once the overlap of the visible and IF beams was 

established by monitoring the silicon signal, the sample holder was reposition so the 

beams overlaped on the Cu. 

5.3 Laser system 

A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 5.3. At the heart of the laser system 

[21, 59, 61] is a mode-locked Nd:YLF master oscillator, which delivers pulses of 70 

ps in duration at a 76 MHz repetition rate. These pulses are frequency doubled in 

a heated LBO crystal yielding 1.8 W of the .527 nm radiation. The up converted 

light is used to synchronously pump two dye lasers, and .500 m W of the remaining 
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Figure 5.2: (J3 x J3)R30° overlayer structure. a) real space b) reciprocal space 
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of the apparatus. FS DYE LASER, synchronously pumped 
hybrid mode-locked dye laser (pulses ",200 fs in duration); PS DYE LASER, syn
chronously pumped dye laser (pulses ",30 ps); PDA, pulsed dye amplifier cells; F, 
spectral filter; SPD, silicon photodiode; L, lens; WGP, wire grid polarizer; P, polar
izer; LEED, low energy electron diffraction; AES, Auger electron spectrometer; QMS, 
quadrupole mass spectrometer. 
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fundamental radiation (i.e. 1.053 Ilm) seeds aNd: YLF regenerative amplifier. 

One of the dye lasers generates femtosecond pulses using a dual jet hybrid mode

locked design[63, 64]. An intercavity prism pair placed at one end of the linear cavity 

is double passed to provide dispersion compensation. Rhodamine 590 is used as a 

gain medium and a 2/3 mixed solution of DODCI/DQOCI as a saturable absorber. 

The output train consists of 280 fs pulses at 76 mHz with 0.3 nJ pulse energy centered 

at 588nm. The other synchonously pumped dye laser operates with a single jet, a :3-

plate birefringent filter and an intercavity etalon in the cavity, producing narrowband 

(1 em-I), tunable (580 - 610 nm), 30 ps pulses. 

The 1 kHz doubled output of the regenerative amplifier (lmJ, 60ps, 527nm) pro

vides pump energy for a series of dye amplifiers. The dye amplification cells, ar

ranged in two stage pairs, with pump energy ratios of 20%-80% for the first and 

second stages respectively, use Rhodamine 610 with water as a gain medium and are 

pumped collinearly. The femtosecond pulses are amplified by a set of dye cells with 

500 IlJ total pump power. In the first stage the pump and seed pulses copropagate. In 

the second stage the pump and seed pulses conterpropagate. The picosecond pulses 

are amplified by the other set of amplifiers with 100 IlJ total pump power, and both 

stages copropagating. 

The resulting femtosecond pulses (4 IlJ, 300 fs) are then split into pump and 

gating pulses, while the amplified picosecond pulses(3IlJ, 30 ps), are down-converted 
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by difference-frequency-generation in a 1 cm LiI03 crystal with the 200JLJ of the 

remaining doubled regenerative amplifier output. Tunable (1800 - 2100 em-I) quasi

CW, 10 nJ infrared pulses with a spectral fullwidth of 1 cm-l are produced. 

The pump visible pulses and probe IR pulses were made collinear and using a 2f 

focusing relay introduced into a UHV chamber containing the Cu(1U) crystal sample. 

The visible pump pulses are p-polarized, and the IR beam polarization was adjusted 

to be 70% p-polarized and 30% s-polarized. Optimizing the incident angle for the 

best sensitivity and signal level involves balancing the probe absorption that has a 

maximum at () = 88° and the fluence absorbed which peaks at () = 62°. The functional 

forms of this are detailed in appendix (9.1). For most experiments a particular fluence 

was desired. In this case the greatest angle possible was used to increase sensitivity. 

Because of the limits in laser power it was necessary to use angles less than 88°for all 

measurements. The incident angle, spot sizes and fluences are for each measurement 

are indicated later in the results chapter. 

Time-resolved detection is accomplished by difference frequency mixing the IR 

beam reflected off the sample with the optically delayed visible gating pulses in LiI03 

crystals. A wire grid polarizer is used to separate the p-polarized and s-polarized com

ponents of the IR beam. Subsequent upconversion of these components in separate 

LiI03 crystals produces pairs of visible pulses (I"V 675 nm) which are detected by two 

sets of matched photodiodes, amplifiers, and spectral filters. Since the adsorbed CO 
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stretch vibrations only absorb energy from the p-polarized IR field, the s-polarized 

reflected beam provides a useful reference signal for normalization on every laser 

shot. Timing and overlap of the pulses are independently checked by examination 

of the transient reflectivity signal from the silicon wafer located underneath the eu 

on the same sample manipulator as mentioned earlier. Finally gated amplifiers are 

employed to acquire and ratio the p- and s- polarized transient reflectivity signals on 

a shot-by-shot basis. 
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Chapter 6 

Results and Discussion 

In the general description of the infrared response developed in section4, we found 

that the physics of the relaxation phenomena is contained in the time variation of the 

complex frequency ~S(t, tp) and the population no(t). In principle any theoretical 

model explicitly relating substrate evolution to the complex frequency and population 

of the stretch mode can be tested. A priori there exist many possible effects. This 

chapter will use the IR probe analysis developed in chapter 4, along with experimen

tal data to discuss possible substrate-adsorbate interactions outlined in chapter 2. 

Since the experiments involve transient substrate heating, a short discussion of static 

substrate heating measurements will be presented first. 

6.1 CW IR Spectra 

Static FTIR measurements were performed as a function of substrate temperature 

over the temperature range 550 
[( - 1250

[( (Fig. 6.1). These measurements provide 

a context for the transient heating measurements and confirm that the FT -stretch 

7.5 
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Figure 6.1: Temperature dependence of the c-o stretch absorption. The open dia
monds and triangles are data obtained with the helium dewar. The asterisks are data 
obtained with the LN2 dewar. The solid lines are fits to the dephasing model with liD. 
= 45 em-I. The dashed lines is the best fit using the FR frequency liD. =280 cm-t. 
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dephasing model adequately describes the temperature dependent complex frequency 

shift. Two sets of measurements were made, one with a helium dewar and one set 

with a LN2 dewar. The helium dewar provided much lower temperatures, however 

the measurements were adversely affected by the temperature oscillations discussed 

earlier. The spectra obtained were averages over a temperature range of ,...., 5 0. The 

averaging did not effect the line center determination but noticeably degraded the 

linewidth measurements. Much better linewidths were obtained using the LN 2 dewar 

over a smaller temperature range. 

The dephasing model of section 2.3 predicts that for a low frequency dephasing 

mode, Q, with frequency n and population ii, the stretch mode complex frequency 

shifts as; 

1 
ow(ii +-) 

2 

ow
2 

( 1) w ii(ii+1)+4" . 

(6.1 ) 

(6.2) 

Here os(T) and fs(T) are the center frequency and linewidth shifts respectively. and 

ow = fQ6 is the anharmonic coupling between the stretch mode and mode Q. as 

defined in Section 2.3. 

Within the accessible temperature range the measured CO stretch lineshift varies 

linearly according to WlO = [2078.4 - 0.052 * T]cm- 1
• This variation indicates the 

measurements are in the high temperature limit of the exchange theory where ii 

becomes linear in temperature, ii ,...., ~~. A nonlinear least squares fit of the frequency 
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shift with equation 6.1 places an upper limit of n ~ 1l0em-l . Since the frequencies 

of the frustrated rotation (WFR '" 281 em-I) and the Cu-CO stretch (wcu-co '" 

330 em-I) are too high to account for the FTIR data, the frustrated translation with 

a theoretically expected frequency < 100 cm-lis proposed to be the dephasing mode. 

This assignment is also supported by studies of atop bound CO on Pt(111)[65, 66], and 

Cu(100)[14], Ru(100)[48]. In all these examples the frustrated translation dephases 

and shifts the frequency of the stretch mode. For an experimental estimate of the 

lower limit of WIt we use the Cu( 100) result which is the lowest measured frequency 

of WIt on a metal surface. 

Analysis of the linewidths for the LN2 dewar data was consistent with the lineshift 

measurements. Equation (6.2) predicts a quadratic high temperature limit for the 

dephasing rate (linewidth) of the CO-stretch transition and we modeled Is{T) ac

cordingly obtaining a best quadratic fit Is(T) = (4.85 + 0.000065T2 )cm-l. 

These results confirm the notion that the substrate temperature shifts the stretch 

mode frequency due to thermal population of the FT motion. The slope of the shift 

yields the ratio of the zero temperature anharmonic shift to the oscillator frequency. 

Experimentally we find ~~ = 0.0753 and W=80cm-l. This can be compared to the 

density functional theory calculations for 8w and lin of CO on Cu(100) that yield 

a ratio of ~g = 0.022. With the presently available data the factor of 3 difference 

could be due to the prediction of either 8w, lin , or a combination of both. Better 
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low temperature FTIR measurements of Helium scattering studies will be needed to 

determine lin and 8w separately. 

6.2 Transient m measurements 

The data of Fig. (6.2) depicts the general features of our differential reflectivity mea

surements as a function of probe IR frequency. The differential reflectivity measured 

at a fixed time delay of 3.5 ps between the pump and the gate pulses, exhibits behav

ior indicative of a shifting Lorentzian absorption spectral line. The shift is a fraction 

of the linewidth~ and since the feature is roughly symmetric the linewidth and inte

grated absorption remain roughly constant. Explanations for the observed signal that 

involve a loss of adsorbers by mechanisms such as diffusion, desorption or dissocia

tion are unlikely from the outset since they would involve a decrease in the integrated 

absorption. Frequency scans taken at longer relative delay times indicate the feature 

remains qualitatively the same but with a decreased amplitude. Similar observations 

were obtained in the other visible pump/IR probe experiments by Germer et al for 

CO on Pt(111)[14] and Cu(lOO)[22]. 

In Fig. 6.3 we exhibit measured transient reflectivity with the probe laser tuned 

off resonance by 1.5 cm-Ito the higher energy side of the 2073.5 cm-Iresonance (i.e. 

WlO = 2075cm- l ) with a pump fluence of 0.072 mJjcm2• We see that the signal rises, 

peaks at ",3 ps, and then exponentially decays with a characteristic time of ",:3 ps 
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returning to a plateau", 40% the peak value. These features clearly rule out direct 

excitation of the CO stretch by either nascent or thermal electrons. Direct excitation 

by nascent electrons would occur during the 300 fs visible pulse duration. The new 

population would then decay with the CO stretch Tl time of ""1-2ps. Neither the 

signal growth kinetics, the 3 ps decay nor the plateau can be accounted for with such 

a scenario. The thermal population of the CO stretch can be estimated with equation 

(2.49). At the present fluence levels the v=1 C-O mode obtains a peak population of 

1x10-4
• Multiplying this change in population times the 5% static absorption places 

an upper limit on the signal strength at 5x 10-6 , about 1000 times smaller than the 

signal we observe. 

Instantaneous dephasing processes involving substrate electron-hole pairs would 

cause line broadening. As evident in the model for an impulsive perturbation (equa

tion (4.22) and Fig. 4.4 an instantaneous line broadening would grow in with the new 

T2 dephasing time which, by assumption, would be extremely short. The smoothness 

of the rising edge data in Fig. 6.3b rules out the existence of any fast components 

in the new absorption at current signal to noise levels. One simple model remains, 

whereby the CO internal stretch is anharmonically coupled to a lower frequency sur

face adsorbate mode, as described in section 2.3. 

Relating the features of the experimental data to the substrate temperatures, the 

phonon temperature profile seems an unlikely candidate as the sole driving force of the 
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adsorbate response. On the other hand, if the electronic temperature is responsible 

for the peak feature in the adsorbate response then something must account for the 

delay of the peak by 2 ps. This delay can again be understood using the model of an 

impulsive perturbation discussed in section 4.2. From equation (4.22) and Fig. 4.5. 

one can see that for an instantaneous shift in frequency, a new absorption grows in 

with the inverse of the new linewidth. For small frequency shifts, and small detunings 

the new signal will grow in with a response time of 1/r.. ... 2.2ps and hence the signal 

peaks roughly 2ps after the peak adsorbate temperature. 

To fit this data a few issues must first be discussed. The magnitude of the signal 

depends upon the fluence absorbed. Since we have two overlapped Gaussian beams 

(i.e. the pump and probe beams) there are a distribution of temperatures and hence 

frequency shifts being probed. This can be accounted for by noting the cylindrical 

symmetry of the Gaussian beams and then calculating the signal obtained from rings 

that have surface areas of similar temperature. We used 5 rings, each with 20% of 

the total IR light intensity. For each ring the average fluence was calculated. Once 

the signals for each fluence were calculated they were averaged together to obtained 

a final signal that was compared with the detected signal. This process weights the 

signal calculated for a particular ring with the percentage of the total IR light which 

is probing it. 

The average fluence absorbed for an IR beam waist of Win visible beam waist of 
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Figure 6.4: Transient fractional difference reflectivity of bare CU(lll). The pump 
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Ir W vu 

tal determination of F aug proved to be difficult. The main errors are in overlaping the 

beams due to a combination of alignment errors, drifting and deviations from a Gaus-

sian beam profile. These effects combined to give us a fitted fluence value of about 

50% the value predicted from direct pulse energy and beam waist measurements. 

In addition to the pump induced changes in the CO absorption there are pump 

induce changes in the bare metal reflectivity. Fig. (6.4) depicts the transient re-

flectivity of of the bare metal surface following a heating pulse with a fluence ab-

sorbed of Fabs = 0.33mJ/cm2• The signal follows the lattice temperature with a 
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;~ = 0.00003 ok. Thus the substrate response contributes a signal rv 1/10 the size of 

the differential signal when CO is present. This is roughly in accordance with static 

temperature changes in the dielectric constant of Cu. For light of wavelength 5p.m. 

the measured Cu dielectric constants at 82K and 295K are 2.48+32.8i and 3.02+32.8i 

respectively[67]. To fit our data we extended the femtosecond experimental result at 

fhnc = 66° to other incident angles using the angular dependence obtained from the 

reported static temperature dielectric constants. 

In appendix 9.1 it is shown that modulations in the dielectric constants and the 

adsorbate susceptibility yield additive signal modulations. The fits were obtained 

using the following equation; 

( 6.:3) 

where ((t) = ~~T(t), G is defined in appendix 9.1 and X(t) and XO are the adsorbate 

susceptibility defined in chapter 4 

The time-dependent population of the frustrated translation mode, nih is pre

dicted using the following rate equation for a harmonic oscillator, 

(6.4 ) 

where ne and nl represent the occupation numbers of the reservoir excitations at 

energy fin for the instantaneous temperatures Te and TI respectively[13]. Ie and II 

are the coupling rates of the frustrated translation to the substrate electrons and the 
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phonon reservoirs respectively. For simplicity and later comparisons Ie is first treated 

as temperature independent. Later we relax this assumption. 

The complete fitting procedure is outlined in Fig. 6.5. Trial values of Afe and Afl 

are used to calculated nIt from the T e and TI profiles. The stretch mode complex 

frequency is calculated using the FTIR results. The differential reflectivity is then 

calculated for the appropriate probe laser frequency. The predicted signal is compared 

with the data to obtain the X2 which is used to optimize F ab$' Ie , and II . The values 

of WL and the time of the pump pulse arrival are allowed to vary within the following 

constrained regions; WL = wreas ± 0.6 em-land Tp = T;:eas ± 0.3 ps. 

Best fits of the data reveal that couplings to both electrons and phonons are 

present. Our best estimates for the low frequency reservoir coupling rates, Ie = 

145(24) GHz and II = 280(100) GHz, give the solid lines shown in Fig. 6.3, and give 

the adsorbate temperature variation shown in Fig. 6.6 (see solid line). The measure

ments clearly reveal that the frustrated translational mode couples to both electron 

and phonon bulk temperature reservoirs on a timescale of 2-6 ps. As mentioned ear

lier there are errors associated with uncertainties in the value of the electron-phonon 

coupling constant G. This will be discussed later after all the data has been presented. 

Before considering the system response to higher levels of excitation it is worth

while to review the limitations of the present model. The model assumes temperature

independent coupling rates, and essentially extrapolates static FTIR data obtained 
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at rv lOooK to temperatures (albeit transient temperatures) in considerable excess of 

these values. The model treats the frustrated translation as an ideal harmonic os

cillator, ignoring anharmonicities that may be important at high temperatures. The 

possible effects of other low lying vibrational modes, particularly of surface waves 

that may couple to or be involved in the frustrated translation motion are not in

corporated and need to be considered in more detail. On the other hand, the data 

clearly indicate that the model is a good starting point by which to understand these 

phenomena at low levels of substrate excitation. 

6.3 Fluence Dependence 

A summary of the complete data set is provided in Table 6.1. Data were taken over 

fluences up to the desorption threshold and at several frequencies for each fluence in 

order to increase the accuracy of the numbers reported. Some examples of the data 

obtained at a fluence absorbed of Paba = O.lSmJ/cm2 are exhibited in Fig. 6.7. These 

time domain data illustrate the same basic spectral feature as in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3; a 

shifting Lorentzian absorption profile which exhibits a maximum shift at around 2 ps 

and returns to an offset value within the next 10 ps. Figure 6.S exhibits data taken 

at five different fluences with the probe laser tuned to WL rv 2074.5cm-1
• 

To maximize the signal level, the low fluence measurements were taken at glancing 

angles (Oincident '" 8.5°) where the effective CO absorption is larger. On the other hand 
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Table 6.1: Summary of Results 

Fluence ()incident ¥(%) WL ;~ (GHz) ;1 (GHZ) 
0.072 84.5 7.5 2075.4 25 278 

2074.6 
0.12 79 3.2 2076.4 30 167 

2077.2 
2067.7 

0.18 2074.6 
79 3.2 2076.4 28 280 

2077.5 
0.23 2069.8 

66 1.3 207.5.4 20 232 
0.33 2069.2 

66 1.3 2075.4 20 345 

the higher fluence data was taken at smaller incident angles to increase the fluence 

absorbed. When the incident angle for each measurement is taken into account the 

magnitude of the signal scales with the fluence absorbed. At fluences higher than 

Faba = 0.33mJ / em 2 the total signal level decreased over successive time scans ("" 1 0 

min) indicating desorption of the CO. Before discussing the fits of these data, we 

consider the desorption threshold that limited our data range. 

6.4 Desorption Threshold 

The threshold level of substrate excitation, above which the desorption process occurs 

is important. We have determined this level using both SHG and IR absorption as 

time resolved coverage sensitive probes. SHG from the Cu(lll) surface provides 

information about the CO coverage (Fig. [6.9]). Prybyla et al. were able to monitor 
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Figure 6.9: Variation of surface SHG signal (at 295 nrn) from a Cu(111) surface as a 
function of CO coverage (1 L =1 X 10-6 Torr s). The arrow designates the exposure 
for the ordered overlayer where the transient heating measurements were performed. 
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desorption induced by 100 fsec 640 nm pulses using an SHG probe[9). Although our 

observed SHG was not a linear function of coverage as in Ref. [9) (due in part to our 

visible laser frequency), we were able to place limits on the desorption threshold. \Vith 

a (J3 x J3)R300 CO adlayer using the 590nm visible pulse both as pump and SHG 

probe, we increased the fluence absorbed looking for deviations from the expected 

J{2w) = aJ2 (w) dependence. At fluence levels which cause the molecules to desorb. 

the SHG signal increases towards the the undosed value. At Fabs 2 1.25m.!/cm2 a 

1/3 coverage of CO is reduce by 280% in 105 laser shots. Differential reflectivity also 

provides information about CO coverage. By observing where the signal strength 

decreases with an increase in fluence, a lower limit of Fabs = 0.33m.! / cm2 for the 

desorption threshold is obtained. With Fabs = 0.33, more than 80% of a 1/3 coverage 

of CO will remain after 107 laser shots. Combining the transient IR probe results 

and the SHG results we find the desorption threshold lies between 0.33mJ / cm2 < 

Fabs < 1.25mJ/cm2
• 

6.5 Fitting Results 

For the fluences in the range of 0.054-0.33 mJ/cm2 the data clearly agree with the 

qualitative aspects of the time dependent exchange picture[13J. At higher fluences 

(see Fig. 6.8), there appears to be a faster adsorbate response. The faster response 

is due to larger net frequency shifts at higher fluences. As demonstrated in equation 
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(4.10) the adsorbate polarization depends on the detuning between the laser frequency 

and the adsorbate frequency. When the probe is off-resonant the signal will oscillate 

at the difference frequency (i.e. WL -WOl(T)). The oscillations generated by the larger 

frequency shifts will therefore produce signals which appear to decay faster when the 

probe laser is tuned to the high frequency side of line center[68]. 

To model the temperature dependence of the coupling rate we must, in general, 

consider the six temperatures that are needed to describe our system: two for the 

substrate electrons and phonons, and four for the CO vibrational modes. In principal 

any of these temperatures could affect the coupling rates. However since the substrate 

temperatures represent thermal occupation of a continuum density of states they 

are the most likely to effect the coupling mechanisms. In considering the substrate 

temperatures, only the electron temperature varies appreciably with fiuence (see Fig. 

3.1). The change in Te can be several times the value of the base temperature of 9.5 

K, and the ratio of the change in Te compared to the change in Tl is ~~ "" 20. Thus 

we concentrate on the T e dependence of the coupling rates. 

In chapter 2 a dynamical charge transfer model was used to arrive at the following 

form of a temperature dependent coupling rate; 

(6 .. 5 ) 

Instead of fitting with a temperature independent rate as done previously, the data 

were fit for I~ of equation (6.5). An intermediate value of no. = 45 cm-1was used 
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to obtain the best fit value of for the zero temperature coupling rate l~ =25(±7) 

GHz. The result was obtained using all possible light fluences. The coupling to the 

phonons was found to be It =280(±100) GHz. Since Te is time-dependent in these 

measurements, the coupling rate is also time-dependent. This is depicted in Fig. 6.10 

for the highest fluence using the best fit value of I~ . Within the errors quoted the 

same value of l~ was found for all fluences. Thus the excitation dependence of the 

CO response is well accounted for by the dynamical charge transfer model. 

The error bars are derived from nonlinear least squares fitting of the the data. 

However the value of I~ is subject to the uncertainty of two physical parameters 

encountered in the full fitting procedure. As has been discussed previously, the range 

of experimental values for the electron-phonon coupling constant affects the value of 

I~ [15]. In the present analysis an intermediate value of G=0.7 ~V/m3 [{ has been 

used. For the values of G at the ends of the experimental range (G=0.3-1.0 ~V/m3 K), 

we find I~ =1O( +6 -2) GHz and , I~ =30(±7) GHz respectively. The zero temperature 

rate I~ also depends on liD. and for the values at the ends of the range liD. =30-60 

em-I, we find I~ = 21(±7) GHz and I~ = 33(±7) GHz respectively. As noted above, 

we are assuming the coupled mode is harmonic. No experimental information yet 

exists to test this assumption. 
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Figure 6.10: The coupling rate Ie depends on the Fermi distribution of the electrons. 
Since the electron temperature is time dependent the coupling rate is also time de
pendent. The time evolution of (a) Te and (b) ~/e are shown for the best fit value of 
I~ with nn = 45 cm-land Fabs= 0.23 mJjcm2
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6.6 Discussion 

The present analysis makes use of temperature-dependent coupling rates (Fe (T e )) 

derived from the dynamical charge transfer model for adsorbate/substrate vibrational 

energy relaxation. The 95°K value for the coupling rate, ,e(95) = .50GHz, is lower 

than the value ,e = 145GHz, obtained using a temperature independent analysis 

with the same physical constants[69]. The present fits have similar X2 values to those 

obtained using the previous method that employed a fixed temperature-independent 

rate, Ie . Thus one can see that these experiments do not uniquely establish the 

presence of temperature dependent rates but the results are entirely consistent with 

the more complete and basic theoretical modeL 

The most recent theoretical predictions for Ie are molecular dynamics (MD) cal

culations which incorporate electronic friction. These calculations predict a Ie = 23 

GHz for T=lOK and Fe = 43 GHz for T=150K[26]. Allowing for the uncertainty in 

the electron-phonon coupling rate, these are in reasonable agreement with our find

ings. In contrast the temperature independent rate of Fe = 145GHz, differs by a 

factor 3 with the theory predictions. In addition the temperature dependence of Ie 

predicted by the MD calculations is similar to the DCT results with the coupling 

increasing by a factor of two between 10K and 150K. Our analysis does differ from 

the MD calculations in one particular way. The MD calculations conclude that the 

couplings are not independent. To determine each separate coupling rate the other 
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relaxation mechanism is turned off. When the separate rates are obtained in this 

manner and added together they equal a rate slower than the rate found when both 

mechanisms are activated simultaneously. It is not clear whether this is an artifact of 

their calculation or has real physical significance. We have analyzed our data assum

ing that the couplings are independent as this is the simpler model and adequately 

describes our data. 

The most recent calculations for 'YI are density functional (DF) calculations which 

have a more complete treatment of the electrons than the MD calculations and also 

use a slab geometry to better capture the periodic nature of the surface. The DF 

theory predicts a value of 'YI =333 GHz which is in good agreement with our results. 

The MD calculations on the other hand predict rates of 103 GHz for 150K which is 

off by a factor of 3 from our results. It should be noted that the error bars on the 

'YI are ±100G H z and so the MD prediction can not be completely ruled out by our 

experiment. 
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Chapter 7 

Free Induction Decay 

This chapter will present free induction decay (FID) measurements of the vibrational 

dephasing of CO adsorbed on Cu(111). This represents the first measurement of a 

FID signal from an adsorbate on a metal. A short IR pulse (380 fs) generates the 

vibrational coherence and its temporal evolution is measured by upconverting the 

decaying surface polarization with a delayed visible pulse. In addition to the FID 

measurement, a frequency domain surface sum frequency generation (SFG) spectrum 

was measured for CO on Cu (Ill) using spectrally narrowed IR pulses at two cover

ages, 0.10 and 0.45 1. The spectra, especially at low coverage, display an interference 

which was analyzed to determine the relative amplitude and phase of the resonant 

and nonresonant parts of the second-order susceptibility. The total dephasing time 

and linewidth obtained in the time and frequency domains are self-consistent. The 

values agree with those obtained in the FTIR studies discussed earlier. 

100 
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7.1 Experimental 

The experimental apparatus for these measurements is depicted in Fig. 7.1. The 

same laser system as described in chapter 5 was used with a few alterations. For 

these experiments only the hybrid mode locked dye laser was used. The amplified 

visible pulses from this laser were used to generate IR and to detect the adsorbate 

polarization using a 3 wave mixing scheme. 

In the free induction decay measurement, we coherently excite CO adsorbed on 

Cu(111) with a 380 fs IR pulse at 2074 em-land interrogate the temporal evolution 

of the coherence by measuring the variation of a surface-induced upconversion signal 

using a 280 fs visible pulse that is delayed with respect to the IR pulse. The spectrally 

narrowed IR pulses (2 em-I, 10 ps) were used to obtain the surface SFG spectra as a 

function of IR frequency at two coverages. In both cases gated photon counting was 

employed to detect the SFG signal. The laser was operated at 591 nm to generate 

IR at the frequency of the CO stretch (near 2075 em-I) on Cu(111). The dye laser 

bandwidth was 100 em-I. For the frequency domain work, the saturable absorber 

was removed and a 3 plate Lyot filter was placed in the cavity. The pulses were thus 

spectrally narrowed to 2 em-land temporally broadened to lOps. 

Short IR pump pulses were generated in an optical parametric amplifier by mixing 

the amplified dye laser pulse (10 J.LJ) with a portion of a frequency doubled, regen

eratively amplified ND:YLF pulse (400 pJ) in a 1 mm LiI03 crystal. The photon 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the apparatus used to measure the free induction decay 
and surface sum frequency spectrum for CO on Cu(U1). PDA, pulse dye amplifier 
cells, L, lenses; MC a monochromator, PMT, photomultiplier tube; AES, Auger elec
tron spectrometer; LEED, low energy electron diffraction; QMS, quadrupole mass 
spectrometer. 
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conversion efficiency was - 0.5 % and the IR pulse energy was - 5 nJ. For the longer ( 

10 ps) pulses, the IR was generated with 10% conversion efficiency in a 1 cm LiI03 . 

100 nJ IR pulse energies were produced. After the LiI03 crystal the lR and dye 

pulses were separated and optically delayed. The IR and dye pulses were p-polarized 

with respect to the copper crystal and the beams were recombined and focused on 

the surface at an incident angle of 72'. The crystal was oriented such that the plane 

of incidence was along the [211] axis. 

While it was possible to focus the lasers to a 250 J1.m diameter the experiments 

were performed with beam diameters at 500 pm to avoid photodesorbing CO from 

the surface and causing temperature shifts in the stretch frequency. The up converted 

photons (SFG) were collected outside the chamber and imaged through an interference 

filter, a 0.5 m double monochromator, and then onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT). 

The SFG signal at 527 nm was measured by gated single photon counting. 

For the FID measurements (Fig. 7.2) the SFG signal was recorded as a function of 

the relative lR-visible pulse delay. The peak signal was 6 counts/s with a background 

of 0.01 counts/so The frequency domain data (Fig. 7.3) were obtained by measuring 

the SFG signal enhancement as a function of IR laser frequency. The largest signal 

in this case was about 200 counts/so These data were acquired by recording the SFG 

signal for bare copper, and at 0.10 and 0.45 L CO coverages for a fixed frequency 

setting of the IR source laser. This procedure minimized systematic errors that are 
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Figure 7.2: The variation of the vibrational coherent transient for CO on Cu( 111) at 
0.45 L measured using 380 fs IR and 280 fs visible pulses as a function of delay. The 
signal was obtained using surface SFG. The points are the data and the dashed line 
is the curve obtained using parameters from a least-squares analysis which yields T2 
= 2 ± 0.3 ps. A cross correlation of the visible and IR pulses is shown with open 
circles. 
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Figure 7_3: IR frequency dependence of the surface SFG enhancement for CO on 
Cu( Ill) at 95K for exposures of 0.1 and 0.45 1. The points are the data and the lines 
are curves derived from the parameters of a least squares analysis 

normally introduced by varying the IR frequency at fixed CO coverage. 

7.2 Theory 

In the experiment we coherently excited molecular CO with an infrared pulse, and 

then probed the temporal evolution of this coherence by surface induced up conversion 

using a time-delayed visible probe pulse. Interestingly we found that the temporal pro-
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file of the infrared (Eir(t)) and visible (Evis(t)) input electric fields could significantly 

influence the shape of the curve in Fig. 7.2, and therefore conclusions concerning 

the total dephasing time. In essence, the resonant and non-resonant contributions 

of the up converted field interfere. To account for the interference it is convenient to 

consider the macroscopic polarization giving rise to the sum frequency signal in the 

Born-Oppenheimer approximation[70]. In that case the response is given in terms 

of the macroscopic observables of the surface-adsorbate system. For field envelopes 

£~jl(t) and £Hl(t) corresponding to polarization j, the complex macroscopic dipole 

Pi (t, T) oscillating at the sum frequency (wv + Wir) is given by: 

Pi(t, T ) e-i(Wir+WvIt = (f3ijk}{ £~jl (t - T )£!;l (t) + £~!l (t )£~kl (t - T)} (7.1) 

+ i£~jl(t - T) {teo dt'£i~l(t')([(}:ij, ILk(t' - f)j)eiwir(tl-tl (7.2) 

Here ILk, (}:ij and f3ijk are the dipole, polarizability and hyperpolarizability operators 

respectively, and T the time delay between the visible and the IR pulses. The first term 

corresponds to the instantaneous (electronic) response from the surface-adsorbate 

hyperpolarizability. The second term is the polarization resulting from the visible 

field coupling with the polarizability induced by the infrared field driving the nuclear 

vibrational motions. The first and second terms can also be considered the non

resonant and resonant terms respectively. 

First we consider the resonant term which involves the vibrational dynamics of 

the CO stretch. This term can be analyzed by expanding polarizability (}:ij and dipole 
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f1.k in terms of the nuclear displacements If there is no angular motion the operators 

Qii, f1.k can be expanded in terms of nuclear displacements; 

With these expansions the resonant contribution to the sum frequency polarization 

(Eq. 7.2) can be written; 

_ i(dQii) (df1.k) £~i)(t _ r) jt dt'£!:) (t')(qq(t' _ f))eiwir(t'-t) (;.3) 
dq 0 dq 0 -00 

This term is seen to depend on the convolution of the correlation function of the nu-

clear displacements, q(t), with the IR field. For a homogeneous system the correlation, 

or coherence, of the nuclear displacements decays exponentially with a characteristic 

decay of T 2 ; 

(qq(t - t')) _ (Olqll)(lleiHo(t-t')q(O)e-iHo(t-t')IO) (;A) 

(; .. 5 ) 

The total polarization can now be written as; 

(7.6) 

look at the time and frequency domain data by taking the short and long IR pulse 

limits respectively. 
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1.2.1 Frequency Domain 

To obtain the SFG spectra the 1R pulse was long and tunable. Taking the CW 1R 

limit and setting T = 0, the polarization can be written: 

Pi(t)e-i(Wir+Wu)t = £~j)(t)£i~k){AeiBa - iBeiBb [00 dt'ei6\o(t'-t)e(t'-t)/T2 } (7.7) 

== £(j)(t)£~k){AeiBa + Be
iBb 

} (7.8) 
v Ir 6 1O +ir 

The signal detected is the time integral of the square of the sum frequency polarization 

magnitude so we have 

_ iB B 2100 

S - IAe + 6 TI dtIv{f)Iir(t). 
10 + Z -00 

(7.9 ) 

Where we have defined the relative phase between the nonresonant and resonant 

terms as () = ()a - ()b. 

7.2.2 Time Domain 

For the time domain data the laser was tuned in resonance with the stretch mode 

frequency. The integral in the resonance term of Eq. 7.6 can then be expressed 

interms of function G where, G(t) = too dt'£ir(t')e-(t-t')/T2, and the polarization can 

be written; 

(7.10) 

The signal observed for a time delay T is the time integral of the square of the sum 

frequency polarization magnitude, S(T) = f:.a dtIP(t, TW. For the time domain 
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measurements the data were fit with an equation of the form: 

(7.11) 

Notice the deconvolution involves the visible intensity envelope Ivi&(t) and the IR field 

envelope £ir(t). These pulse envelopes were obtained from an autocorrelation of the 

visible pulse and a cross correlation of the visible and IR pulses. 

7.3 Results 

7.3.1 Frequency domain 

We will first present the frequency domain results. The SFG signal enhancement 

with respect to bare copper was measured for exposures of 0.10 and 0.45 L of CO on 

Cu(111) and is shown in Fig. 3. We fit the observed SFG spectra using Eq. 7.9. In 

this treatment we assume negligible inhomogeneous broadening. 

SFG spectra display interferences in the form of dispersive line shapes that are 

caused by cross terms between the resonant and nonresonant susceptibilities. This is 

seen most clearly in our work for the lower exposure spectrum in which the resonant 

and nonresonant contributions to the signal are comparable. From an analysis that 

includes interferences it is possible to determine the relative magnitude and phase of 

the resonant and nonresonant susceptibilities. 

Over the range of IR (and sum) frequencies studied (2055-209.5 cm- i ) we assumed 

that the SFG signal from bare copper is constant. and the SFG spectra observed at 
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Table 7.1: Parameters derived from a nonlinear least-squares analysis of the surface 
sum frequency spectra observed for CO on Cu(111). The spectra were fit using the 
functional form in Eq.7.1l . 

A 
B 
2r(cm-l) 
wIO(cm- l ) 
() 

O.lL 
0.9 
0.9 

6.8(1.6) 
2076.4 
84(20)° 

0.45 L 
0.9 
.5.6 

4.2(0.6) 
2073.6 

107(30)° 

0.10 and 0.45 L were fit to the form specified in Eq 7.9. The line shapes were decon-

voluted from the IR laser (assuming a Gaussian with 2 cm-lintensity bandwidth). 

Parameters obtained from the analysis are presented in Table 7.1 and the best fit 

line shapes are shown along with the data in Fig. 7.3. The largest SFG enhancement 

(lOX) was observed for the higher dosage spectrum at 0.45 L. This curve will generally 

be a function of incident and azimuthal angles, but we did not study these variations. 

The peak signal for the spectra did not vary linearly with coverage in part because 

the lower coverage band has a broader linewidth thereby reducing the SFG signal. 

The lower coverage resonance was shifted to higher frequency from 2073.6 to 2076.4 

cm-Iand was broadened from 4.2 to 6.8 em-I. The bandcenters and linewidths deter-

mined in this work are consistent with those measured by the linear FTIR method. 

This study differs from the FTIR work because we have obtained information 

about the relative magnitude and phase of the system's nonresonant second order 

susceptibility as a function of coverage. In particular, we observed that the off-
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resonance SFG intensities were within 10% of the bare Cu value, and we found a 

relatively small variation in the magnitude and phase of the nonresonant susceptibility 

at coverages of 0.10 and 0.45 L. These observations suggest a simple model for the 

influence of adsorbed CO on the nonlinear response of the system. The nonresonant 

response of the system can arise from the surface and surface-adsorbate-states at the 

vacuum-metal interface or from bulk eu located within one optical skin depth of the 

metal surface. We have observed that the total nonresonant contribution is relatively 

insensitive to the presence of the adsorbate. The simplest explanation of this effect 

is that the nonresonant SFG signal is produced by the bulk eu at these coverages. 

Explanations involving the surface layer must either assume that the adsorbate does 

not appreciably change the polarizability of the surface response or that there are 

competing effects with different signs. Although unlikely, the latter possibility could. 

in principle, be investigated further by studying the azimuthal dependence of the 

signal. Interestingly, the SHG signals depend strongly on adsorbate coverage. This 

is probably because the UV photons generated in SHG experiments are energetically 

closer to electronic states of the surface[9, 71] or the surface-adsorbate complex than 

are the up converted photons in the SFG measurements. 
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7.3.2 Time Domain 

We now turn our attention to the time domain experiments. The free induction decay 

of the vibrational coherence for CO on Cu( 111) at a coverage of 0.45 L is shown in 

Fig. 7.2 We have fit the data using Eq. 7.11. The temporal profile of the visible pulse 

intensity was determined from an autocorrelation to be reasonably approximated by 

a Gaussian with a full width of 280 fs. A cross correlation between the IR and visible 

pulses (shown in Fig. 7.2) demonstrated that the full width of the IR pulse was 380 

fs. Using these values in the above equation with the field envelopes modeled as 

Gaussians, we determine the total dephasing time to be T2 = 2.0 ± 0.3ps. The fit 

curve from this analysis is shown as the solid line in Fig. 7.2. If we use sech2 pulse 

rather than Gaussian we find that T2 = 1.8 ± 0.3ps. A value of T2 = 1.8 ± 0.3ps. A 

T2 = 2.0 ± O.lps. was also obtained by fitting the decay observed between 2 and 3 ps, 

i.e. after the driving field is absent, to a single exponential. The measured dephasing 

time is related to the fullwidth at half-maximum by 8v = 1/rrcT2• The measured T2 

corresponds to a linewidth of 8v = 5.3 ± 0.8 cm-Iwhich is consistent with the value 

we obtain by our analysis of the frequency domain SFG spectrum as well as with the 

RAIRS measurements (4.5 em-I). 

An important result of this study is that the form of the measured FID is fit very 

well by an exponential decay as measured over more than a decade of signal. Thus 

we predict that the vibrational line shape is homogeneously broadened. A shallow 
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temperature dependence of the linewidth is measured over the range 9.5-116 K for 

the ordered overlayer using FTIR. If the linewidth is assumed to be composed of a 

temperature independent population relaxation (T 1) and temperature dependent pure 

dephasing, we calculate from their results that the polarization decay is largely due to 

population relaxation (Tl = 1.2 ps), where the fast relaxation rate is probably due to 

electron-hole pair coupling. Since the linewidth is very close to being homogeneously 

broadened, a photon echo would provide essentially the same information on the 

homogeneous dephasing rate as the free induction decay we have observed for this 

system. Sufficient inhomogeneous broadening to delay the echo might be present at 

very low temperature if the relaxation were to lengthen significantly on cooling. 

1.4 Conclusion 

In summary, we have measured the surface SFG spectrum of CO on Cu (111) at 

0.1 and 0.45 L. The analysis accounts for observed interferences that permit a de

termination of the relative magnitude and phase of the second order susceptibility. 

The bandcenter and linewidth parameters are consistent with those found in previous 

RAIRS studies. We have also used transient coherent IR spectroscopy to obtain the 

FID of CO on Cu( 111) at 0.45 L. 'We have analyzed the signal in a manner than 

incorporates the influence of the pulse envelope to obtain a value of T2 = 2±0.3 ps. 

This is the first coherent transient measured for an adsorbate on a metal surface. 
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Although the present experiment differs from previous ultrafast measurements of ad

sorbate relaxation on metals[18, 17], there are important similarities. In each case a 

very rapid T 1, process depopulates the v = 1 level and presumably heats the electrons 

in the metal so that the pure dephasing (T~) of the CO vibrational transition is slow 

compared with T b at the temperatures employed in the experiments. This measure

ment of Tt, relaxation can only be accomplished with pulses (Tp) that are shorter 

than the total dephasing time [T2 = (2i-~~h)]. This means that the experiments 

must be considered in the coherent limit. This is different from many conventional 

condensed phase dynamics experiments that fall in the range T2 < Tp < TI such that 

signal decays are naturally governed by the rate equations for the populations of the 

levels. In the coherent limit the T 1 relaxation can be measured by frequency selection 

of a spontaneous process. The conventional pump-probe method does not provide a 

clean measurement of TIl in the coherent limit since the transmitted probe pulse 

energy depends on both T I, and T2 and the material system is expected to oscillate 

at detuning frequencies. Indeed such effects were observed explicitly in the dephasing 

experiments of earlier chapters. These effects were also observed in T 1 measurements 

conducted for CO on Pt[16]. Probing the vibrational coherence by sum frequency 

generation, as pioneered by Harris and LevinosO also does not measure T I, exclu

sively. Clearly there is a great need for experiments that probe surface dynamics in 

the coherent limit. The FID measurements presented here are an important step in 
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this direction. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

In this thesis I have discussed a novel way to measure the coupling rate of low fre

quency « 100 ern -1) adsorbate vibrations to the substrate electrons and phonons. 

Low frequency adsorbate-like modes, are often of much interest, particularly because 

they are the modes which, when sufficiently excited, lead to desorption and diffu

sion. Recently both helium atom scattering[73] and CW far IR [74] experiments 

have examined the low frequency vibrational dynamics of CO on Cu. However the 

CO stretch mode, with liw "",2000 cm-1, is the only CO complex vibration to be 

directly monitored by ultrafast IR spectroscopy thus far. The experimental method 

described, exploits the frequency shift of the stretch vibration induced by the frus

trated translation mode. By monitoring the temperature of the frustrated translation, 

via the stretch frequency shift, ultrafast measurements of the relaxation of a sub -

100 cm-1vibration were obtained. 

The dynamical charge transfer model for energy exchange between adsorbate 

116 
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vibrations and substrate electrons involves a coupling rate which is strongly 

temperature-dependent in two temperature regimes relevant to current femtosecond 

photoprocess studies. For low frequency adsorbate modes even liquid nitrogen tem

peratures are sufficient to cause temperature-dependent rates. Electron-hole pair 

relaxation of adsorbate vibrations can only be considered temperature independent 

for modes with frequencies, fin , much larger than the thermal temperatures present 

in the system. For femtosecond photoprocess, the electron temperatures are often 

several thousand degrees. This is high by comparison with the energies of most ad

sorbate vibrations and thus the temperature dependence of coupling rates will need 

to be accounted for in models of most femtosecond surface photochemistry. 

Applications of the techniques discussed may have some utility in studies of other 

processes which shift adsorbate frequencies. A variety of surface properties are known 

to shift the vibrational frequency of an adsorbate, including; adsorbate coverage, the 

presence of coadsorbed species, binding sites and surface reconstructions to cite a few 

examples. Combining the novel environment created by femtosecond visible excitation 

of surfaces with the detailed mode specific descriptions of IR spectroscopy, much can 

be learned about ultrafast surface photoprocesses. 
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Chapter 9 

Appendices 

9.1 m Reflection Absorption Spectroscopy 

9.1.1 CW Basics 

The adsorbate/metal system is often modeled as three adjoined layers. Reflection 

spectroscopy in this case has been treated by several authors[75, 76, i7]. Here we will 

summarize the development in Ref. [i7]. As depicted in Fig. 9.1, we consider the 

adsorbate layer with dielectric constant C3, to be sandwiched between two seminfinite 

layers: vacuum with dielectric constant Cl, and metal with dielectric constant C2. vVe 

are interested in the reflectivity change of the p-polarized component of the incident 

IR beam. The effect of the adsorbate layer is considered weak and is treated as a 

pert urbation. 

Generally an incident field of the form, 

(9.1 ) 

LIS 
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z 

..... __ ~x 

Figure 9.1: Reflection of the incident IR field Eo(t) = £oei(ker+wt) from the adlayer 
and metal substrate is treated with a three layer model. The adsorbate with dielectric 
constant C3 is sandwiched between the vacuum with dielectric constant Cl and the 
metal with dielectric constant C2. The field in the monolayer is determined by Eo( t) 
and the substrate reflectivity. The total reflected field is the sum of rpEot and the 
specular field reradiated by the induced adlayer polarization. 
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with wave vector kt and carrier frequency w, impinges on the sample. The basic 

plan is to compute the electric field above the surface, the adsorbate polarization 

in the monolayer, and then the field radiated by this polarization. The field in the 

monolayer is approximately the sum of the incident and reflected fields just above the 

metal surface. This driving field will depend on the incident angle of the IR beam. 

and the p-polarized complex reflection amplitude, rp (i.e. Fresnel amplitude). For 

the particular case of non-interacting CO on Cu(lll), the z-component of monolayer 

polarization perpendicular to the surface is of the form[76], 

(9.2) 

where X.L is the CO adlayer susceptibility, rp is the p-polarized reflectivity of the metal 

in the absence of the adlayer, and kli is the ith component of kl' The reradiated field 

in the specular direction due to a thin sheet of polarization Pz [76] is, 

(9.3) 

The total reflected field is simply the sum of the reflected field in the absence of the 

monolayer, i.e. Ep = rpEo, plus the adsorbate field Eads. In the small signal limit, 

the differential p-polarized reflectivity is, 

where 

AR s:: -2Im(Gx.L)' 
R 

(9.4) 

(9.5 ) 
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The angular dependence of the signal is determined by G (Fig. 9.2). To a first 

approximation G can be considered completely real and ~R/ R is linearly proportional 

to the imaginary component of the adsorbate susceptibility. However for high incident 

angles (i.e. 89° for Cu) G can be 10 % imaginary (Fig. 9.2b)and therefore b..R/ R is 

a mixture of the real and imaginary components of the adsorbate susceptibility. In 

our experiments with ()incident ~ 85°, G is ~ 97 % real. 

In pump-probe experiments, particularly at high fluence, one must be careful to 

include all potential changes in G induced by the pump pulse. These include rapid 

changes in dielectric constants due to their temperature dependence. 

9.1.2 Static and Time Variant Substrate Reflectivity 

The time-resolved results of the chapter 4 can be incorporated into the description of 

reflection absorption spectroscopy from the previous section. For the gated CW probe 

method, we first consider the case of static substrate optical properties. Introducing 

a time dependent adsorbate susceptibility x( t) the total field can be written, 

(9.6) 

Here the parameter G accounts for the adsorbate geometry and is defined by equation 

(9.5). The time dependent susceptibility X(t) is obtained by dividing the adsorbate 

polarization P(t), by the driving field and can be expressed in a form similar to Eq. 
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Figure 9.2: The function G determines the 8 incident dependence of !J..Rj R, the adlayer 
absorption signal. Using optical coefficients of eu the modulus (a) and argument (b) 
of G = IGlei8 were calculated. 
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(12), 

(t) - .Jl~lnO(t) jt dt - fcc Oo}(T)dT X - Z Ie 1 • 

Ii -00 

(9.7) 

In the pump/unpump scheme, the differential reflectivity will be, 

(9.8) 

Note that when G has a significant imaginary component the signal will be propor-

tional to a mixture of the imaginary and real components of X(t). 

When heated by a visible pulse the dielectric constant of the underlying metal will 

change. For example, a change of temperature from 72°K to 2750 K produces a 3% 

change in reflectivity at 8incident == 720
• Ultimately a complete description of the total 

reflected field Etot(t) = Ep(t) + Eads(t) must account for the time variance of both the 

substrate optical properties and the adsorbate layer polarization. vVe will estimate the 

effect of changes in substrate reflectivity below. Following the development of section 

IIb we assume a small time-dependent component to the reflectivity amplitude, 

(9.9) 

Using the wave vectors kl and k2 for the field in vacuum and in metal respectively, 

the time dependence of the substrate optical response can be described in terms of a 

fractional change okZ;t) in complex k2' i.e. 

(9.10) 
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The adlayer polarization Pz = NTr{,.tp}, can be calculated as in section lIe, with the 

time evolution of p obtained from the integrated Liouville equation (4.5), with the 

driving field, 

(9.11) 

Two different aspects of the reflection geometry which are combined in the function 

G have different time dependences. One factor which relates the incident field,Eo, 

to the driving field, E z , must be convoluted with the adsorbate response. The other 

factor which relates the adsorbate polarization to the specularly reradiated field is 

considered to have an instantaneous effect on the reradiated field. These two factors 

must therefore be treated separately in considering a time dependent substrate optical 

response. We introduce the function H( t) to relate the adsorbate polarization to the 

specularly reradiated field. Etot can be written, 

(9.12) 

where 

(9.1:3) 

and 

(9.14) 

In equation (9.13) we have accounted for the change in dielectric constants of the 

metal through T/(t), which is the same order of magnitude as ((t). From equation 
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(9.12) one can see that the leading contribution to E tot due to changes in substrate 

reflectivity is ((t)rpEo. This term does not involve the adsorbate polarization. The 

terms which modulate the adsorbate polarization are at least an order of magnitude 

smaller. Keeping only the ((t)rpEo term, the total reflected field can be written. 

E tot == rpEo[l + ((t) + iGX(t)] . (9.1.5) 

For a pump/unpump scheme the difference signal will be, 

(9.16) 

The magnitude of the effect due to temperature dependent substrate optical proper

ties can be estimated by tuning the probe laser far from the CO stretch resonance. 

measuring ((t) directly. In our low fluence experiments ( Fabs == O.09mJ / em?) we 

have not observed any changes in reBectivity far off resonance. However in the case 

of CO on Pt(l11) the changes in substrate reflectivity were the same size as the 

differential signals induced in the adsorbate absorption [14]. 

9.2 Integrating inhomogenous first order differentials equations 

In the analysis of the Liouville and Langevin equations one often needs to integrate 

first order inhomogenous differential equations. To facilitate these studies we integrate 

the following first order differential equation; 

d~~t) + a(t)y(t) == b(t) (9.17) 
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The function a( t) is arbitrary and might represent a time dependent frequency for 

example. The function bet) is also arbitrary and will usually represent a driving field 

or force term of some kind. The densty matrix term will usually be represented by 

yet). 

We start by multiply the differential equation by a function u(t). 

u(t) d~~t) + u(t)a(t)y(t) = u(t)b(t). (9.18) 

u(t) is defined by requiring the following condition; 

d 
dt [u(t)y(t)] = u(t)b(t), (9.19) 

and equating the LHS's of Eq.9.18 and Eq. 9.19; 

d 
u(t) d~~t) + u(t)a(t)y(t) dt[u(t)y(t)] = (9.20) 

( )dy(t) ( )du(t) u(t)d~~t) + u(t)a(t)y(t) (9.21 ) ut--+yt-- = dt dt 

( ) du(t) u( t )a( t )y( t) (9.22) yt -- = dt 
du(t) 

= u(t )a(t) (9.23 ) 
dt 

(9.24) 

Integrating this last relation yields an explicit form for uC t); 

u(t) rt a(T)dT 
-- - eho 
u(to) - . (9.25) 

Now that u(t) is known we can obtain y(t) by integrating equation 9.18; 

u(t)y(t) - u(to)y(to) = 1t u(t')b(t')dt' 
to 

(9.26) 
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y(t) - UU((ffO)) y(to) = r u(t') b(t')dt' 
ito u(t) 

(9.27) 

And finally by substituting the expression for u(t) into the last equation we have the 

general solution for y(t); 

(9.28) 

If we have fo- > -00 and Re{a(t)} > 0 then the initial condition term decays to 

zero and we are left with 

(9.29) 
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9.3 Substrate temperatures: c program 

/* Te and Tl calculation assuming thermal conductivity is Te 
Tl depqendent */ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 

#include "nrutil.h" 
/* #include "nr.h" */ 

#define Cl 0.9394373 
#define C2 2.7725887 

/* 2*sqrt(ln(2)/3.14159) */ 
1* 4*ln(2) *1 

#define JMAX 4000 

#define E 2984.172662F 
#define NO 1. OF 

/* 10.0 cm-1 10.695, 1K =0.695 cm-1 *1 

/************************ step size ******************************* 
****/ 

static int numt; 1* numt-timesteps in Te cal. */ 
static int outstep; /* numt/outstep= # of steps outpuT*/ 
static int discs; /* number of 
discs used (for avg. fluence) *1 
static float t_min, t_max, x_max = 0.0004; 
static float dx, dt; 

1****************** 
*********/ 
static float FabO; 1* 
center of vis*1 
static float Fabs[10]; 
static float Skind; 
static float Tp; 

parameters for Gaussian pump pulse 

absorbed fluence at 

/* absorbed fluences */ 
1* skin depth *1 

/* pulse duration FWHM *1 

***** 

1************************ physical constants ********************* 
*******1 

static float G; 
static float K; 

/* electron-lattice couping 
1* thermal conductivity */ 
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static float Cl; 1* lattice heat capacity *1 
static float CeO; 1* electron heat capacity *1 
static float GAMMA = 0.2; 
1**************** initial conditions ************************** 
***********1 

static float TeO = 9S.0; 
1**************** Functions in tetl main loop ****************** 
**********1 

static float TI, Te; 
static void latticeO; 
static void tridagmd 0; 
static void abcv 0; 

1*******************************************************************1 

void mainO 
{ 

int i, j, n; 
float rr[JMAX], aa[JMAX], bb[JMAX], cc[JMAX] 
float y, t, P, Pmax, Te[JMAX], Tl[JMAX]; 
FILE *fp, *fdat; 

fdat = fopen(lpulse.par" ,"r"); 
fscanf (fdat, "Yef Yef Yef" ,kFabs [1] ,kFabs [2] , kFabs [3] ) ; 
fscanf(fdat,"Yef Yef\nl/ ,kFabs [4] ,kFabs [5]); 
fscanf (fdat, II Yef\n" , kFabO); 
fscanf (fdat, "Yef\n", kSkind); 
fscanf(fdat, "Yef\n", kTp); 
fclose(fdat) ; 

Fabs[l]*=FabO; 
Fabs [2] *=FabO ; 
Fabs [3] *=FabO; 
Fabs[4]*=FabO; 
Fabs[S]*=FabO; 
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fdat = fopen ("phys. par" • "r") ; 
fseanf(fdat, "Y.f\n", iG); 
fseanf(fdat, "Y.f\n", iK); 
fseanf (fdat , "Y.f\n", iCl); 
fseanf(fdat,"Y.f\n", iCeO); 
felose(fdat) ; 
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fdat = fopen("timesean .par" , "r"); 
fseanf (fdat, "Y.f\n", it_min); 
fseanf (fdat, "Y.f\n", it_max); 
fseanf (fdat, "Y.f\n", iy); 
fseanf (fdat, "Y.i \n", inumt); 
fseanf (fdat, "Y.i \n", ioutstep); 
fseanf (fdat, "Y.i \n", idises); 
felose(fdat) ; 

dx = x_max /(float) JMAX; /* step size for x */ 
dt = ( t_max - t_min ) / (float) ( numt );/* step size for time */ 

fp = fopen( "tet15.dat", "w"); 

fore n=l ; n<=dises ; n++ ){ 
Pmax = Cl*Fabs[n]/( Skind*Tp ); 

fore i = 0; i < JMAX; i++ ){ Te[i] = TeO; Tl[i] = TeO; } 
fore i = 0; i < numt; i++ ){ 

t = t_min + i * dt; 

P=Pmax * exp(-C2*t*t/Tp/Tp); 

abev( aa, bb, ee, rr, Te, Tl,P ); 
tridag( aa, bb, ee, rr, Te, JMAX ); 
lattice( Tl, Te ); 
if (iy' out step == 0) 
fprintf ( fp J "1.6. 2f" , t); 
if (iy' out step == 0) 
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} 

} 

for ( j = 0; j < 1; j ++ ) 
{ 
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fprintf( fp, 1Iy'9.2f Y.9.2f \n ", Te[j] , Tl[j]); 
} 

fclose( fp ); 

1*************** a[] be] c[] r[] vectors for tridag***************1 

static void abcv(a, b, c, r, Te, Tl, P) 
float a [], b [], c [], r [J, Te [], Tl [], P; 
{ 

float A = K * dt / (2.0 * CeO * dx * dx ); 
float B = G * dt / CeO; 
float C = dt / CeO; 
int i; 
float KtbO, KtcO, Ktam, Ktbm; 
float Kt[JMAX],Kta[JMAX],Ktb[JMAX] ,Ktc[JMAX]; 
float x, t; 

fore i = 0; i < JMAX; i++ ){ 
Kt[i] =A*Te[i]/(Tl[i] +0.0000137*Te[i]*Te[i]); 

} 

for(i =1; i <JMAX-l; i++){ 
Kta[i]= 0.5*(Kt[i] +Kt[i-1]); 
Ktb[i]= 0.5*(Kt[i+l] +2.0*Kt[i] +Kt[i-1]); 
Ktc[i]= 0.5*(Kt[i+1]+Kt[i]); 

x = i*dx; 
a[i] = -Kta[i]; 
b[i] = Ktb[i] +Te[i] +0.5*B; 
c [i] = -Ktc [i] ; 
rei] = Kta[i]*Te[i-1] ; 
rei] +=(Te[i]- Ktb[i]- 0.5*B)*Te[i]; 
rei] +=Ktc[i]*Te[i+1]; 
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rei] +=B*Tl[i]; 
rei] +=C*P*exp(-x/Skind); 

}; 

I*-------------------boundary conditions ------------------------*1 

}; 

KtbO = 0.5*(Kt[1]+Kt[0]); 
KtcO = 0.5*(Kt[1]+Kt[0]); 
a[O] = 0.0; 
b[O] = KtbO +Te[O] +0.5*B; 
c[O] = -Kt [0] ; 

reO] = (Te[O] -KtbO- 0.5*B)*Te[0]; 
reO] += KtcO*Te[l]; 
reO] += B*Tl[O]; 
reO] += C*P; 

Ktbm = 0.5*(Kt[JMAX-2]+Kt[JMAX-l]); 
Ktam = 0.5*(Kt[JMAX-l]+Kt[JMAX-2]); 
a[JMAX-l] = -Kt[O]; 
b[JMAX-l] = Ktbm +Te[JMAX-l] +0.5*B; 
c[JMAX-l] = 0.0; 

r[JMAX-l] = Ktam*Te[JMAX-2] ; 
r[JMAX-l] += (Te[JMAX-l] -Ktbm- 0.5*B)*Te[JMAX-l]; 
r[JMAX-l] += B*Tl[JMAX-l] ; 
r[JMAX-l] += C*P*exp(-(JMAX-l)*dx/Skind); 

1*********************** lattice.c *******************************1 

static void lattice(Tl,Te) 
float Tl [], Te [] ; 
{ 

float D = G * dt I Cl/2.0; 
int i; 
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fore i=O; i<=JMAX-l; i++) { 
Tl[i] =(1.0-D)/(1.0+D)*Tl[i] +2.0*D/(1.0+D)*Te[i]; 

} 
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9.4 Fitting routine: c program 

/* integrates the liouville equation for a time dependent 
complex frequency */ 
/* first it calculates wet) and get) from n_ft(t) */ 
/* which is read in from tads5.dat */ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#include "nrutil.h" 

#define PMAX 6 
#define DMAX 100 
#define lMAX 1000 
#define DISCMAX 10 
#define FREQMAX 10 
#define SETMAX 10 
#define Pi 3.141592653 
#define C2 2.7725887 
#define TeO 95.0 
#define BM -0.00007 
#define Tpro 20 

/*********Step sizes*********************************************/ 
int numt; /* numt-timesteps in Te cal. */ 
int outstep; /* inum=numt/outstep= # of steps output */ 
int inum; 
int numO; /* the index corresponding to t=O for tft,w,g,etc */ 
int numll; 
int discs; /* number of discs used (for avg. fluence) */ 
int datanum; 
int setnum; 
int lolim,uplim; 
float t_min, t_max,dt,t_ll,Tp; 
float gaunorm,lornorm; 
float oldchi=1000.0; 
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I********parameters for CO absorption **************************1 
float dlmax; I*eonstraints on delta temp factor *1 
float alpha; 
float wO; I*frequeney at 95 K *1 
float dw; 1* temperature depencenee of freq em-11K *1 
float gO; 1* HWHM at 0 K *1 
float dg; 1* temperature-2 depedence of width cm-l/K-2 *1 
float hom, AI; 

I********file names***************************1 
char *dataname 0 ={lIfSO", IfSn4"}; 

1*************** input data and calculated temperatures *************1 
int match_data[DMAX]; 
float stordata[2] [DMAX*SETMAX] ; 
float data[2] [DMAX]; 
float conv[DMAX]; 
float TI[DISCMAX] [IMAX] ,tal; 
float Te[DISCMAX] [IMAX],tae; 

1**************** Functions in tetl main loop ***********************1 

void sorterO; 
void varO; 
void globparO; 
void fitO; 
float chiO; 
void modeO; 
void adsorbateO; 
void freqevolO; 
void infreqO; 
float inlioO; 
void match_ times 0 ; 
float setunpumpO; 
void settqO; 
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void mainO{ 
globpar(); /* generate a list of global parameters */ 
fit(); /* calculte fit and chi-2 for -------- */ 
sorter(); /* sort results from smallest chi-2 to higest */ 
var(); /* check the variance for f,wl,ge,gl using sorted */ 
} 

void fitO 
{ 

int dwn,dtn; 
int i,j,k,l,m,n,reuse,tryl; 
char test [50] ; 
float t,x,y,Tn,wl; 
float siglat; 
float unpwnp; 
float rw[SETMAX],rt[SETMAX]; 
float par[PMAX], op[PMAX]; 
float dwm,dws,dtm,dts; 
float bestx,bestdf,bestdw,bestdt; 

FILE *fsig, *fdat,*fout; 

/***Details of numerically integrating the temperatures Te,Tl,Tq**/ 

fdat = fopen("timescan.par", "r"); 
f scanf (fdat ,"Yef Yef Yef %i Yei Yei II , 

&t_min,&t_max,&t_ll,&numt,koutstep,kdiscs); 
fclose(fdat) ; 

/**fitting parameters and co absorption parameters */ 
hom=O.O; 
Al=O.O; 

fdat = fopen(lIglobgen. par ll
, "r") ; 

fscanf(fdat,"Yei Yef Yei 'l.i \n" ,ktryl ,&dlmax,&datanum,ksetnwn) ; 
fscanf(fdat,IIYef Yef Y.i \n" ,kx,kx,&:i); 
f scanf (fdat ,IIYef Yef Yei \n II , kx, &x, &:i) ; 
fscanf(fdat,"Yef Yef Yei \n" ,&:x,kx,&:i); 
fscanf(fdat,IIYef Yef Yei\n",kx,kx,&:i); 
fscanf (fdat ,"Yef Yef Yei \n" ,kdwm ,&:dws ,&:dwn) ; 
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fscanf (fdat, "'lof 'lof 'loi \n" ,otdtm,otdts ,otdtn) ; 
fscanf(fdat,"Yof Yof Yof Yof Yof",otalpha,hO,otdw,otgO,otdg); 
fscanf (fdat, "Yof Yof" ,othom,otAl) ; 
fclose(fdat) ; 

/*Pulse Duration of the Gate pulse used to convolute the IR response*/ 

fdat = fopen ("pulse. par" , "r") ; 
fscanf(fdat,"Yof Yof Yof Yof Yof",otx,&:x,otx,otx,otx); 
fscanf(fdat,"Yof Yof Yof\n", &:x, otx, otTp); 
fclose(fdat) ; 

/***Details of numerically integrating the temperatures Te,Tl,Tq*/ 

dt = ( t_max - t_min ) / (float) ( numt/outstep ); 
/* step size for time */ 

inum=numt/outstep; 
numO= (int) (O-t_min/dt); 
numll= (int) ((t_ll-t_min)/dt); 
uplim=5; 
lolim=-5; 
gaunorm=O.O; 
lornorm=setunpump(wO); 

for(n=lolim ; n<=uplim ; n++){ 
t=dt*(float) n; 
gaunorm+= exp(-C2*t*t/(Tp*Tp)); 
} 

/*******************read in Te, Tlat and data*********************/ 

fdat = fopen("tet15 .dat", "r"); 
/* tl.dat is calculated by xcu5.exe */ 

for(n=O n<discs n++){ 
fore i = 0 ; i < inum ; i++ ){ 
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fscanf (fdat, "%f %f %f\n ", &y, &Te [n] [i], &Tl [n] [i] ) ; 
} 

} 

fclose( fdat); 

fdat = fopen("tetl-avg.dat","w"); 
for(i= 0 ; i < inum ; i++ ){ 

t=t_min+dt*i; 
tae=O; 
tal=O; 
for(n=O ; n<discs n++) { 
tae+=Te [n] [i] ; 
tal +=Tl [n] [i] ; 
} 

fprintf(fdat,"%10.5f %10.5f Yol0.5f\n",t,tae/discs,tal/discs); 
} 

fclose(fdat) ; 

sprintf(test ,"y'S . dat II ,dataname[l]); 

printf(i'%s\n" , test) ; 

for(l=O ; 1< setnum ; 1++){ 

sprintf(test ,"/usr/user2/cu1ver/code/data/%s . datil ,dataname [1]); 
printf (IIY.s\n" , test) ; 

fdat= fopen(test, "r") ; 
for(i=O ; i<datanum ; i++){ 

fscanf(fdat, "Yof", &stordata[O] [i+datanum*l]); 
fscanf(fdat, "Yof\n" ,&stordata[l] [i+datanum*l]); 

} 
fclose(fdat); 

sprintf (test, "YoS . par II , dataname [1] ) ; 
printf(lY.s\n",test); 

} 

fdat= fopen(test, "r") ; 
fscanf (fdat, "Yof Yof\n", trw [1], &rt [1]) ; 
fclose(fdat) ; 
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fdat=fopen("fitpar.par", "r"); 
fsig=fopen("chimesh.dat", "w"); 
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while (fscanf (fdat, "Yof Yof Yof Yof\n" ,&:par [0] ,&:par [1] ,&:par[2] ,&:wI) ! =EOF) { 
fprintf (fsig, "YolO. Sf YolO. Sf YolO. Sf", par [0], par [1], par [2]) ; 
fprintf(fsig,"Yo15.5f Yol0.5f ",wl,O.O); 

for(l=O ;1 < setnum; l++){ 1* step through each data set*1 

for(i=O; i < datanum ; i++){ 1* put stored data into data*1 
data[O] [i]=stordata[O] [i+(l*datanum)]; 
data[l] [i]=stordata[l] [i+(l*datanum)]; 
} 

bestx=1000; 
bestdf=O; 
bestdw=O; 
bestdt=O; 

for(m=O ; m < dwn ; m++){ I*step through w *1 
for(n=O ; n<dtn ; n++){ I*step through t *1 
par[3]=wl+rw[1]+dwm+dws*m; 
par[4]=rt[1]+dtm+dts*n; 
x=chi(par); I*get chi for pare] *1 
if ( x < bestx){ I*save best values *1 
sprintf (test, "YoS . conv . dat II ,dataname [1] ) ; 
fout=fopen (test, "w") ; 
for(k=O;k<datanum;k++){ 
fprintf (fout, "YolO. 5f" , data[O] [k] ) ; 
fprintf(fout, "Yol0 .5fll ,data[l] [k]); 
fprintf (fout, "Yol0. 5f\n" ,conv [k]) ; 
} 

fclose(fout); 

bestx=x; 
bestdf=par[2]; 
bestdw=par[3]; 
bestdt=par[4]; 
} 
} 
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} 

/*print best value for set*/ 
fprintf(fsig."Y.l0.5f Y.15.5f Y.l0.5f". bestx • bestdw. bestdt); 

} 

} 

fprintf(fsig."\n"); /*next line next global par */ 
} 

fclose(fdat); 
fclose(fsig); 

/*************chi.c*************************************************/ 
/* 
*/ 
/******************************************************************/ 

float chi (par) 
float par [PMAX] ; 

{ int n. m. i. j ; 
float xd.x2; 

float gt.t.ta.x.rteO.rtl.fglo.w_L.t_O; 
float chisq.unpump.lamb; 

static float Tq[DISCMAXJ [IMAXJ.sigdisc[DISCMAX] [DMAXJ ; 
float Ti [DISCMAXJ [IMAX] ; 
float sigtot[DMAX]; 

float detune[IMAX]. width [IMAXJ ; 
float indet[IMAXJ. inwid[IMAXJ; 

FILE *fsig. *fdat; 

rteO=par [0] ; 
rtl=par[l] ; 

fglo=par [2J ; 
w _L=par [3] ; 

t_O=par[4J; 

lamb=fglo; 
match_times(t_O); /* counter values for each data point */ 
unpump=setunpump(w_L); 
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mode(Ti); 
adsorbate(rteO,rtl,Tq,Ti); 
for(j=O ; j <3 ; j++){ 
for(n=O ; n<discs ; n++){ 
freqevol(n,w_L,lamb,Tq,detune,width); 
infreq(detune,width,indet,inwid); 
fore i=O ; i<datanum ; i++ ){ 
m=match_data[i]-numO; 
sigdisc[n] [i]=(inlio(m.indet.inwid)-unpump); 
sigdisc[n] [i]/=lornorm; 

} 
} 

for(i=O ; i< datanum ; i++){ 
sigtot[i]=O; 
for(n=O ; n < discs ; n++){ 
m=match_data[i]; 
sigtot[i]+=BM*(Tl[n] [m]-TeO)/discs; 
sigtot[i]+=alpha*sigdisc[n] [i]/discs; 
} 
} 

/********* convolution 

gt=data[O] [l]-data[O] [0]; 
for(i=O ; i< datanum ; i++){ 
conv[i]=O; 
gaunorm=O; 
for(n=lolim; n<=uplim ; n++){ 
t=(float) (n*gt); 
if( (n+i) > 0 & (n+i)<datanum){ 
gaunorm+=exp(-C2*t*t/(Tp*Tp»; 
x=sigtot[n+i]; 
x*=exp(-C2*t*t/(Tp*Tp»; 

conv[i]+=x; 
} 
} 
conv[i]/=gaunorm; 
} 

***************************/ 
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/*****************calculate chisquared************************/ 
chisq=O;xd=O;x2=O; 
for(i=O ; i<datanum ; i++){ 

xd+=data[l] [i]*conv[i]; 
x2+=conv[i]*conv[i]; 
chisq+=(data[l] [i] -conv [i]) * (data[l] [i] -conv [i] ) ; 

} 

lamb*=xd/x2; 
if (lamb<fglo*dlmax){ 
lamb=fglo*dlmax; 
} 

if(lamb>(fglo/dlmax»{ 
lamb=(fglo/dlmax); 
} 

chisq/=(datanum); 
chisq/=O.0002*O.0002; 
} 
fdat = fopen(lItft-avg.dat", "V"); 

for(i= 0 ; i < inum ; i++ ){ 
t=t_min+dt*i; 
ta=O; 
for(n=O ; n<discs 
ta+=Tq[n] [i] ; 
} 

n++){ 

fprintf (fdat, "%10. Sf %10. Sf\n" ,t, ta/discs) ; 
} 

fclose(fdat); 
par [4] =lamb; 
return chisq; 
} 

/*********************** adsorbate.c **********************/ 
/***** calculates adsorbate temperature from Te and Tl ***/ 
/*********************************************************/ 
void adsorbate(rteO,rtlO,Tq,Ti) 

float rteO, rtlO , Tq [] [IMAX] , Ti [] [IMAX] ; 
{ int n,i; 
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float rte, rt1; 
for(n=O ; n< discs; n++){ 
Tq[n] [O]=Te[n] [0]; 
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for(i=O ; i< inum-1 ; i++){ 
rte=rteO*(1/(1-exp(-hom/(0.695*Te[n] [i]»»; 
rt1=rt10; 

Tq[n] [i+1]=Tq[n] [i]*(1-(dt/2)*((rte)+(rt1»); 
Tq[n] [i+1]+=0.5*(dt*rte)*(Te[n] [i+1] + Te[n] [i]); 

Tq en] [i +1] +=0. 5* (dt*rt1) * (T1 en] [i+1] + T1 en] [i]) ; 
Tq[n] [i+l]/=(l+ (dt/2)*«rte)+(rt1»); 

} 
} 

} 

/*********************** mode.c ************************/ 
/***** calculates the temperature of mode i from Te and T1 ***/ 
/***************************************************************/ 

void mode(Ti) 
float Ti[] [IMAX]; 

{ int n, i; 
float TiO,nin,nire,nir1,ni,rei,r1i; 
rei=0.5; 
r1i=0 .001; 
TiO=2986.60; 
for(n=O ; n< discs; n++){ 
Ti en] [0] =Te en] [0] ; 
ni=(l/(exp(TiO/Ti[n] [0])-1»; 
for(i=O ; i< inum-1 ; i++){ 
ni=(l/(exp(TiO/Ti[n] [i])-l»; 
nire=(l/(exp(TiO/Te[n] [i])-l»; 
nir1=(1/(exp(TiO/T1[n] [i])-l»; 

nin=ni*(1-(dt/2)*((rei)+(r1i»); 
nin+=dt*rei*nire; 

nin+=dt*r1i*nir1; 
nin/=(l+ (dt/2)*«(rei)+(r1i»); 

Ti[n] [i+l]=TiO/(log(1.0+(1.0/nin»); 
} 

} 
} 
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I*********freqevol*******************************************1 
1* returns the detunning & width as a function of time 

in units of inverse picoseconds*1 
1************************************************************1 

void freqevol(n,w_L,lamb,Tq,detune,width) 
int n; 
float w_L, detune[], width[] ,Tq[] [IMAX] ,lamb; 

{ int i; 
float Teff; 
for (i=O ; i<inum i++){ 

Teff=TeO+lamb*(Tq[n] [i]-TeO); 
detune[i] = O.06*Pi*(w_L - wO + dw*(Teff-TeO)); 
width[i] = O.06*Pi*(gO + dg*Teff*Teff); 

} 
} 

I**********infreq**********************************************1 
I*Integrates Freq from tmin untill time tand stores 
the integral in *1 
1* indet[] and inwid[]. This facilitates integrating 
the Liouville equation *1 
1*************************************************************1 

void infreq(detune,width,indet,inwid) 
float detune[], width[], indet[], inwid[]; 

{ int n; 
indet[O]=O; inwid[O]=O; 
for (n=1 ; n<inum ; n++){ 

indet[n]=indet[n-1] + O.5*(detune[n]+detune[n-l])*dt; 
inwid[n]=inwid[n-1] + O.5*(width[n]+width[n-l])*dt; 
} 
} 
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/*************inlio********************************************/ 
/* Integrates the Liouville equation from tmin untill time t **/ 
/*****************************************************************/ 

float inlio(k, d, w) 
int k 
float d[], w[J; 
{ float X,s,t,C3; 

int n; 
s=O; 
C3=-C2/(Tpro*Tpro); 
for(n=numll; n<=numO; n++){ 

t=dt*(float)(n-numO); 
x=exp(C3*t*t); 
x*=exp(-(w[numO+k]-w[n+k]))*cos(-(d[numO+k]-d[n+k])); 
s += x; 
} 

} 

s*=dt; 
return s; 

/*****match_times***********************************************/ 
/**compares the times in the data array with times in 
the te,tl arrrays and 

stores the indices of the te, tl times in an array match_data***/ 
/***************************************************************/ 

void match_times(t_O) 
float t_O; 

{ int n,i,found; 
float t; 
for(n=O ; n<datanum ; n++){ 

found=O; 
for(i=O; i<inum && !found; i++){ 

t=t_O + t_min+dt*(float) (i); 
if(-dt/2«data[0] [n]-t) && (data[O] [n]-t)<dt/2){ 
found=1; 
match_data En] =i; 

} 
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/*************setunpump***************************************/ 
/* Integrates the Liouville equation from tmin untill time t **/ 
/****************************************************************/ 

float setunpump(w_L) 
float w_L; 

{ float x, da[IMAX], wa[IMAX],id[IMAX],iw[IMAX],Tq[DISCMAX] [IMAX]; 
int hih, m; 

settq(Tq) ; 
m=O; 
freqevol(m,w_L,1.0,Tq,da,wa); 
infreq(da,wa,id,iw); 

x=inlio(m,id,iw); 
return x; 
} 

/*************set_array****************************************/ 
/* Integrates the Liouville equation from tmin untill time t **/ 
/****************************************************************/ 

void settq (Tq) 
float Tq [] [IMAX] ; 

{ int n,m; 
for(m; m<discs; m++){ 
for(n; n<inum; n++){ 
Tq[m] [n]=TeO; 
} 
} 
} 

/********generate a list of parameters****************************/ 

void globparO 
{ 
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int i, j, k, 1, m; 
int wn,gen,gln,fn,an,tn; 
int try; 
float x; 
float w, ge,gl,f,a,t,dt; 
float wm,gem,glm,fm,am,tm; 
float ws,ges,gls,fs,as,ts; 

FILE *fdat,*fgam; 
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fdat = fopen("globgen.par", "r"); 
fscanf (fdat, "'lei 'lef 'lei 'lei \n" ,&try ,&x,ld ,&i) ; 
fscanf(fdat,"'lef Yof Yoi\n", &gem, &ges,&gen); 
fscanf (fdat, "Yef Yof Yoi \n", tglm, tgls ,&gln) ; 
fscanf(fdat,"Yef Yof Yoi\n", tfm, &fs,&fn); 
fscanf(fdat,"Yof Yof Yoi\n", twm, &ws,twn); 

fclose(fdat) ; 

fdat = fopen("fitpar .par", "w"); 

for(j=O;j<wn;j++){ 
w=wm+j*ws; 
for(k=O;k<fn;k++){ 
f=fm+k*fs; 
for(l=O;l<gln;l++){ 
gl=glm+l*gls; 
for(m=O;m<gen;m++){ 
ge=gem+m*ges; 
fprintf( fdat, "Yol0.Sf Yol0.Sf Yol0.Sf YolS.Sf\n" ge,gl,f,w); 
} 
} 
} 
} 

fclose(fdat); 
} 
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